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HLC Focus Report --DRAFT
History of Southern West Virginia Community and Technical College
Southern West Virginia Community College (Southern) was established as an independently
accredited, comprehensive community college on July 1, 1971, through the consolidation of two
existing branches of Marshall University. These branches, located in Mingo and Logan
Counties, had been in operation under Marshall’s direction since 1963 and provided the first two
years of liberal arts and teacher education, as well as career programs in secretarial science and
radiologic technology. In 1971 these two locations became the first two campuses of Southern
when it became an independently accredited institution of higher education. It was also in 1971
that Southern’s first building was completed in Williamson.
Since 1971 the College has continued to expand its academic, workforce development, and
community service offerings. In 1976 the West Virginia Board of Regents established formal
service areas for each of the state's public colleges and universities. Southern was assigned an
area of approximately 1,900 square miles that included the counties of Boone, Logan, Mingo,
and Wyoming. In 1981 the College’s service area was expanded through an interstate agreement
with Kentucky, which provided for students from Martin and Pike counties to attend Southern at
the in-state tuition rate. Later, Boyd and Lawrence Counties in Kentucky were added to this
agreement.
In 1995, with a renewed emphasis on workforce development and technical training, the state
legislature changed the names of all community colleges in the state to emphasize their technical
components, and Southern’s name became Southern West Virginia Community and Technical
College. In addition to the name change, this legislation outlined eleven community and
technical college districts throughout the state, which added three additional West Virginia
counties--Lincoln, McDowell and Raleigh--to Southern's district. McDowell and Raleigh were
identified as "shared counties" with responsibility for providing educational opportunities shared
with two other community colleges.
Along with increasing enrollment, expansion of the geographic area served, and growth in the
number and types of programs offered, the College's physical facilities have also grown through
the years. Beginning with the original building on the Williamson Campus in 1971, new
facilities have been constructed throughout the College's district. The construction of the first
Logan Campus building was completed in 1979, and a new addition was added in 1987. In
Wyoming County, a new location was selected near Twin Falls State Park, and a building was
constructed at that site in 1989. This location has added new classrooms and remodeled the
student commons area since that time. In 1996, the Boone Campus relocated from a renovated
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facility in Madison to a new building adjacent to the Boone County Career and Technical
Center. The Earl Ray Tomblin Workforce Development Center and Administrative Complex
(Building B) opened in Logan in October 1998, and in 1999 a new library wing was added to the
Williamson Campus. In the fall of 2007, a first of its kind classroom physically connected to the
Lincoln County Comprehensive High School was opened to better serve the Lincoln County
area. The College welcomed students into a new 55,000 square foot, state-of-the-art Allied
Health and Technology Center on the Logan Campus in January 2008. In April of 2013
Southern proudly opened its state-of-the-art Applied Technology Center on the Williamson
Campus, which greatly enhances the opportunities for career training in Mingo County and
surrounding communities. In 2016, the College also acquired and renovated the adjacent
National Guard Armory building and property. These facilities now house the Academy for
Mine Training and Energy Technologies and offers the most up-to-date training available for the
mining and other energy producing industries.
Southern has developed educational agreements with several public and private four-year
colleges and universities to provide local access to additional opportunities for those who have
completed the associate degree. This local access to baccalaureate and master's degree programs
utilizes a variety of delivery modes, including on-campus, traditional instruction, as well as
electronic distance learning and on-line instruction. These agreements with higher education
institutions throughout the state and across the nation are continuously updated and new ones
initiated as needed.
Higher education governance in West Virginia has also undergone many changes over the
years. Since 2001, Southern West Virginia Community and Technical College has been a
member of the West Virginia Council for Community and Technical College System
(CTCS). This system provides for each member institution to have a local Board of Governors,
and the Council serves as a policy and coordinating board.
In 2006, in cooperation with the Southern West Virginia Community College Foundation, the
College launched its first Major Gifts Campaign‚ Vision 2020‚ with the purpose of raising
additional funds to assist in achieving a number of long-range goals related to academic
programs, physical facilities, and improving student financial support. This campaign continues
today, even though it has already exceeded what was to have been a ten-year fundraising goal.
Most recently, and after an institution-wide review process, the Mission and Vision Statements,
Institutional Commitments and Core Values, were reaffirmed by the Board of Governors on
February 19, 2019.
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Mission Statement
Southern West Virginia Community and Technical College provides accessible, affordable,
quality education and training that promote success for those we serve.
Institutional Commitments
As a comprehensive community and technical college, Southern is committed to providing:
1. Developmental and pre-college level education for those who lack the necessary
academic background for direct entry into college-level courses.
2. Programs of study leading to the associate in arts and the associate in science degrees
which can be effectively transferred and applied toward the baccalaureate degree.
3. Programs of study in career and technical fields leading to a skill-set certification,
certificate degree and/or the associate in applied science degree for entry into the workforce.
4. Workforce development, continuing education and training programs that support the
needs of employees and employers and serve as a mechanism for economic development.
5. Support services that assist students in achieving their education and training goals.
6.
Community interest programs and activities that promote personal growth and cultural
enrichment.
Vision Statement
Southern aspires to establish itself as a model of leadership, academic excellence, collaboration,
and occupational training, equipping its students with the tools necessary to compete and prosper
in the regional and global economies of the twenty-first century.
Our Core Values
We will accomplish our mission by:

Achieving excellence in education and service.

Exhibiting integrity in all that we do.

Collaborating and communicating actively with others.

Being committed in word and deed.

Imparting passion and compassion to our every task.

Leading by encouragement and support of lifelong learning.

Embracing change through bold actions.

Being creative and innovative at all levels.

Initiating opportunities for the community.

Celebrating success.
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Board of Governors
Southern is governed by a local Board of Governors consisting of nine lay members, appointed
by the Governor, one full-time faculty member with the rank of instructor or above, one
classified staff member, and one student representative. Employee and student board members
are elected by the respective constituent group. Current members of the Board of Governors
include Dr. Lisa Haddox-Heston, Chair; Dr. Mason “Ed” White, Vice Chair; Mr. Eddie Joe
Canterbury, Secretary; other lay-members Ms. Stephanie Abraham; Mr. J. Chris Adkins; Ms.
Janice Olive; Mr. Howard E. Suefer, Jr.; Mr. Samuel A. Stewart; and Dr. Pat J. White.
Constituent board members include Mr. William “Bill” Alderman, Faculty Representative; Ms.
Dianna Toler, Classified Staff Representative; and Mr. Jacob Frye, Student Representative.
Institutional Leadership Team
Mr. Samuel M. Litteral, Vice President for Finance and Administration, currently serves as
Interim President following the announced retirement and reassignment of Dr. Robert Gunter
who had been President of the College since January 2016. Other members of the President’s
leadership team are Mr. Guy Lowes, Interim Vice President for Academic Affairs; Dr. Charles
“Chuck” Lopez, Vice President of Student Services; Ms. Allyn Sue Barker, Vice President of
Workforce and Community Development; Ms. Rita Roberson, Vice President for Institutional
Advancement; and Mr. Tom Cook, Chief Information Officer. Providing academic leadership
under the direction of the Interim Vice President for Academic Affairs is Dr. David Kommer,
Dean of the School of Arts and Sciences and Mr. Russell Saunders, Dean of the School of Career
and Technical Studies.
Institutional Assurance Team
As discussed further in this report, following the receipt of the March 2018 report from the Peer
Review Team, an institutional Assurance Team was appointed by the College President. This
committee is charged with providing leadership and coordination in all aspects of the Higher
Learning Commission’s re-accreditation process for Southern. The current membership of the
Assurance Team is comprised of the following:
 Ms. Rita Roberson, Vice President for Institutional Advancement
 Mr. Chris Gray, Manager – Business and Administrative Services/Williamson Campus
 Dr. David Kommer, Dean of the School of Arts and Sciences
 Ms. Carol Howerton, Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs
 Mr. David Lord, Director of Campus Operations/Wyoming-McDowell Campus
 Ms. Teri Wells, Director of Admissions and Records/Registrar
 Ms. Stella Estepp, Director of Student Financial Assistance
 Mr. William “Bill” Alderman, Professor of Business and Accreditation Liaison Officer
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INTRODUCTION
Southern West Virginia Community and Technical College’s Mid-Cycle Review by the Higher
Learning Commission (HLC or Commission) in October 2017 was to have been a distant review.
However, during the initial review of the Assurance Argument Report, the Peer Review Team
noted several concerns and the Commission determined that an on-site visit was required to
clarify core component concerns. The on-site Assurance Argument Review visit was conducted
on February 5-6, 2018. Following the visit, the Peer Review Team recommended, and the
Commission supported, a focused visit to Southern in the Spring of 2020. Specific criteria and
noted concerns to be addressed in this report and to be reviewed during the scheduled on-site
focused visit are:
 Criterion 2.A Concerns – The Peer Review Team identified a need for employees at all
levels to participate in professional development regarding the Commission’s policies
and institutional accreditation processes. The team also found there was significant
confusion on the part of faculty and staff regarding the Commission’s policies,
particularly those on faculty credentials, and indicated that the next visiting team should
focus on shared governance in the institution particularly for broad institutional
accreditation processes and for faculty credentials. Campus-wide engagement of
Commission processes, policies and expectations should be evident.


Criterion 4.B Concerns – The Peer Review Team determined that the College lacks a
robust institutional assessment culture and co-curricular assessment. The assessment
committee lacks a comprehensive representation across the institution in all functional
areas beyond just academics. The assessment committee also lacks a strong systematic
and useful process that is easily articulated and shared. Experiential learning is valued by
the College and deserves an assessment program that includes such learning. The
College needs to address a plan of action for comprehensive assessment, including cocurricular assessment, with at least one year of results and strategies for improvement
based on the data and stated that the next visiting team should be able to review an
institutional assessment process encompassing academic and operational services with
clear direction, evidence of broad application, and use of results.



Criterion 4.C Concerns– The Team noted that beyond the goals for retention,
persistence, and completion, the actual collection, analysis, and use of data pertaining to
those important student success indicators are lacking at the institutional level. Evidence
to support this criterion is lacking. For future assurance processes, the institution is
encouraged to define student retention persistence, and completion as well as measurable
goals for each. Both process refinement and data production with applied examples
should be engaged in this report. The focuses visit should include specific attention to
the following: (1) clear institutional definitions of retention, persistence, and completion
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as well as process refinement to include how data will be assessed against goals and then
moved to action; and (2) definitive evidence from goal measurements with analysis and
demonstrated use of results. While use may be less than reliable for radical change based
on limited data set, a pattern of evidence with thoughtful analysis should be evident. The
institution must be able to demonstrate how results will be used for quality improvement
as well as present tangible results up to the time of the report.


Criterion 5.B Concerns – Finally, the Peer Review Team recommended strategies and
procedures be developed to address governance and communication. In this area, the
team expects a report that clearly and specifically addresses the following:
1. Revised and improved communication channels, along with results, across the
institution.
2. Professional development, particularly on Commission policies and criteria. Faculty,
staff, and administration need to be more engaged in the re-accreditation process.
Such professional development should encompass multiple personnel avoiding only a
select few.
3. Organizational culture assessment that is meaningful, positive, objective, and
professional should be engaged, perhaps with the help of an external consultant.
4. Defined process and protocol for managing differences and reconciling disputes,
particularly at a small institution. While state statutes dictate reconciling disputes, it is
apparent that such statute has not resulted in a harmonious, positive campus culture.
Such process and protocol should be more institutional-focused in addition to state
requirements. Such processes and protocol may be more managerial focused.
5. New voices utilized on campus in multiple administrative groups that are free from
historical challenges and who have fresh insights. While the institution has no control
over the appointment of lay members to its Board of Governors, the Commission
encourages new members of the Board to offer fresh insights while working with
veteran Board members to help move the institution forward and help the campus
culture improve.

Following receipt of the Peer Review Team Report in March 2018, the College President shared
their concerns with all employees during the April 27, 2018 Governance Day program. The
concerns were also posted to the Institutional Accreditation page on the College’s website [link
to website page]. The team report provided the impetus for institutional action in addressing
these concerns and the initiation of corrective measures to ensure full compliance with all Higher
Learning Commission criteria for re-accreditation. It is the hope of the faculty, staff,
administration, and Board of Governors that the actions taken, and described in this report, will
result in a finding of full compliance with all criteria.
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Response to Criterion 2.A Concerns
Commission Policies - Accreditation Processes and Faculty Credentials
The Peer Review Team determined there was significant confusion on the part of faculty and
staff regarding Commission policies, particularly those on faculty credentials; the delineation of
duties; and the understanding, as well as the application, of Commission policies. The Team
determined that faculty, staff, and administrators should be more engaged in the re-accreditation
process and that employees at all levels could benefit from professional development focused on
these topics.
Institutional Accreditation Processes and Professional Development
Southern has been intentional in addressing the expectations and requirements set forth by the
Higher Learning Commission since receiving the March 2018 Assurance Review Report. As
recommended, safeguards have been implemented to ensure accreditation responsibilities have
checks and balances. A first step was the establishment of an HLC Assurance Team. Former
President Robert Gunter appointed the initial members of this team and outlined their areas of
responsibility in October 2018. Members assigned and their specific roles include Rita Roberson,
Chair for Criterion One; Chris Gray, Chair for Criterion Two; Dr. David Kommer, Chair for
Criterion Three; Carol Howerton, Chair for Criterion Four; David Lord, Chair for Criterion Five;
Teri Wells and Stella Estepp, Co-Chairs for Federal Compliance. The position of Accreditation
Liaison Officer, currently filled by a fulltime faculty member Mr. William “Bill” Alderman, also
serves on the Assurance Review Team. This group is charged with providing leadership for, and
ensuring compliance with, all accreditation-related processes required within the Open Pathway
[now Standard Pathway?] as outlined by the Higher Learning Commission with a particular
emphasis placed on the Comprehensive Evaluation process.
In the area of professional development since the February 2018 on-site visit, several employees
have attended the Higher Learning Commission’s annual conference the past two years and plans
are to continue this practice by inviting additional members of the faculty, staff, administration,
and Board of Governors to attend future HLC conferences. While attending the HLC conference,
each member was encouraged to attend different sessions in order to garner as much information
as possible that could be shared with the entire institution. The following members have attended
either the 2018 or 2019 HLC Annual Conference with some employees attending both:


Dr. Robert Gunter, President (2018 and 2019)



Mr. Howard Suefer, Board of Governors Member (2018)



Ms. Janice Olive, Board of Governors Member (2019)
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Dr. Deanna Romano, former Vice President for Academic Affairs and ALO (2018 and
2019)



Ms. Rita Roberson, Vice President for Institutional Advancement and Criterion One
Chair (2019)



Mr. Chris Gray, Manager of Business and Auxiliary Services/Williamson Campus and
Criterion Two Chair (2019)



Dr. David Kommer, Dean for the School of Arts and Sciences and Criterion Three Chair
(2019)



Ms. Carol Howerton, Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs and Criterion Four
Chair (2018)



Mr. David Lord, Director of Campus Operations/Wyoming-McDowell and Criterion Five
Chair (2019)



Mr. Brandon Kirk, Faculty (2018)



Mr. Tim Ooten, Student Success Center Coordinator (2018)



Ms. Emma Baisden, Executive Assistant to the President and Board of Governors and the
Assurance System Coordinator (2018)

In addition to sending individuals to the HLC annual conference, the institution has provided a
variety of activities in an effort to engage the entire college community in the re-accreditation
process. Four times each year, the institution conducts Governance Days [agendas]. These
events provide opportunities for all College employees to come together for committee work,
participate in professional development, and share important communications. Governance Days
are mandatory [sign-in sheets] for all personnel and, beginning with the 2019 – 2020 academic
year, a two-year governance calendar [link?] was developed and shared with all employees.
This two-year calendar provides ample opportunity for advance planning by all administrative
units and employees to maximize the impact of Governance Day.
At all Governance Days since the Assurance Review visit in February 2018, communication
regarding accreditation and related professional development opportunities have been a part of
the day’s agenda. Accreditation discussions have also taken place on a regular basis during
Board of Governors’ meetings, administrative retreats, faculty convocations, and at all
assessment related events [agendas, minutes, etc.]. As an example, during the April 27, 2018,
Governance Day, a presentation [are materials shared available?] was made by Dr. Deanna
Romano, former Vice President of Academic Affairs and Mr. Brandon Kirk, a member of the
faculty, both of whom had attended the 2018 HLC conference. This presentation demonstrated
8
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the importance of the accreditation process from both the administrative and faculty
perspectives. This presentation also served as the kick-off event for a new emphasis on
communication pertaining to the HLC re-accreditation process. At each Governance Day over
the following two years, some form of professional development and/or discussion topic
centered on accreditation has been a part of the program. At the April 2019 Governance Day,
professional development opportunities were presented via a poster session [have posters
available] as an alternative and intentional means of communication. The event featured a poster
pertaining to accreditation and its impact for the campus. In addition, presentations have been
made at various Board of Governors’ meetings to ensure board members are aware of regional
accreditation requirements. Provided below is a calendar of events that have included
accreditation professional development opportunities [EVIDENCE link to Board agendas, signin sheets, etc.).




















2018 HLC Annual Conference, April 8-10, 2018
Governance Day, April 27, 2018
Administrative Retreat, May 16, 2018
Assessment Academy, June 6-7, 2018
Faculty Convocation, August 6, 2018
Board of Governors, August 21, 2018
Governance Day, September 21, 2018
West Virginia Higher Education Assessment Council Summit, November 8-9, 2018
Governance Day, November 30, 2018
Governance Day, February 22, 2019
2019 HLC Annual Conference, April 7-9, 2019
Governance Day, April 26, 2019
West Virginia Higher Education Assessment Council Summit, May 1, 2019
Assessment Academy, May 13-16, 2019
Administrative Retreat, May 29, 2019
Academic Retreat, June 18, 2019
Faculty Convocation, August 12, 2019
Governance Day, September 13, 2019
Governance Day, November 8, 2019

The above list pertains specifically to accreditation professional development activities but, as an
institution with multiple programs accredited by various agencies, Southern employees are
continually involved in accreditation-related activities. The table below illustrates specific
activities and the individuals involved in accreditation processes and procedures for a total of
1,221 collective hours and 394 duplicated participants between April 2018-October 15, 2019.
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The activity hours are minimal and do not include program and departmental discussions and
undocumented activities associated with accreditation.
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Faculty Credentialing Policy
As a result of the on-site visit, the Peer Review Team found significant confusion existed on
campus on the part of faculty and staff regarding the Commission’s policies on faculty
credentials. The confusion sensed by the visiting team was attributable to a difference in
interpretation by the College President, who had also been serving as the interim Chief
Academic Officer (CAO), of existing institutional policy SCP 2171 – Professional and
Educational Requirements for Faculty [EVIDENCE – link to policy] from the interpretation
of previous CAOs. The difference in interpretation dealt specifically with whether the existing
policy was in compliance with the HLC’s Assumed Practice B.2 pertaining to faculty
qualifications Since the February 2018 visit, the institution has made a major effort to improve
communication and understanding of Commission policy and has revised institutional policy
SCP 2171 along with related procedures and forms regarding faculty credentialing to eliminate
any confusion. This action has rectified any misunderstanding of institutional and HLC policies
related to this subject.
Institutional policy SCP 2171 – Professional and Educational Requirements for Faculty outlines
the academic degrees and other educational and professional requirements for faculty (both
fulltime and adjunct) who teach courses for academic credit at Southern. This policy also
references applicable policies of the Higher Learning Commission and the West Virginia
Council for Community and Technical College Education pertaining to faculty credentials. As
with all institutional policies, SCP 2171 is posted to the College website and is available for
viewing in the Human Resources Office by all employees and the general public. Faculty
members hired by the institution to teach credit-based courses are informed of the professional
and educational requirements of the position to which they are being employed through the
original job posting on the website and through any other publications used to recruit qualified
individuals. During the orientation process, faculty are apprised of the availability of all
institutional policies on the College website.
Based on the concern of the visiting team regarding faculty credentials, the College has
undertaken a thorough review of all faculty personnel files to ensure full compliance with the
requirements of policy SCP 2171. This review is still underway at the time of this report and is
being conducted by the school deans, administrative assistants, the Interim Vice President for
Academic Affairs, and the Human Resources Office staff to ensure required documentation
pertaining to academic credentials for all faculty members is complete and up to date
(Evidence). Based on policy SCP 2171, Form SCP-2171.A (provide blank form and a
completed form with name redacted as evidence) is the required Faculty Credentials
Certification document for all faculty personnel files.
To verify each faculty member holds the appropriate credential for teaching each assigned
course, an electronic credential database has been developed and is embedded within BANNER,
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the Enterprise Resource Planning and Student Information System employed by the College.
Through this database, a credential report can be generated to ensure all faculty assigned to
specific courses have the required credential to teach that course. The faculty credentialing
database can now be used to identify faculty qualified to teach specific courses, identify
individual credentials for every faculty member, and to rectify any circumstance should a faculty
member be assigned a course he/she is not credentialed to teach.
Faculty assigned to each course are verified by the academic leadership within each school and
program by completing Form SCP-2171.A as required by Policy SCP 2171 – Professional and
Educational Requirements for Faculty. The completed form is forwarded to the Dean of the
School and Vice President for Academic Affairs for signature and is subsequently sent to the
Human Resources Office. Staff in the Human Resources Office are responsible for placing the
form in the personnel file and updating the Faculty Credentialing database in BANNER.
Individual faculty members are responsible for providing up-to-date academic transcripts,
completing required employment forms and other documents as outlined in Policy SCP-2171.
The school Dean is responsible to ensure faculty meet the standards established by HLC and the
College. A screenshot of the Faculty Credentialing database is shown below along with an
individual faculty report and a course report.
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Commission policy also provides for the use of “Tested Experience,” as a substitute for an
earned credential or portion thereof. This policy allows an institution to determine that a faculty
member is qualified based on experience deemed to be equivalent to the degree it would
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otherwise require for a faculty position. However, at the time of the HLC visiting team’s oncampus visit, the College had not established such a procedure. Subsequent to the Assurance
Review visit and Team report, Southern’s Faculty Senate developed a “tested experience”
procedure (link to or copy of SIP – 2171) which was approved through the appropriate
governance committee process and received approval by the President’s Cabinet on September
10, 2019. [EVIDENCE – agenda, minutes, etc.]
The institution’s tested experience procedure states that “Southern West Virginia Community
and Technical College is committed to the highest standards of instructional delivery by
assuring the qualifications of its faculty. It is our commitment that every student will have
a faculty member who has solid preparation and experience to effectively teach in each
program. Extensive efforts will be made to hire fully qualified candidates meeting the
traditional preparation pathway but there may be the need to determine faculty
qualifications through tested experience.” The procedure goes on to state that each school will
strive to limit the number of faculty hired through tested experience and will not appoint a
faculty using tested experience if a traditionally prepared faculty is not appointed as a mentor. In
addition, the procedure for the School of Arts and Sciences requires faculty who teach courses in
the University Transfer program to have a Master’s degree and must provide evidence that they
demonstrate sufficient content expertise necessary to teach students in the assigned discipline.
[EVIDENCE - Source for this quote?]
In order to determine if a faculty member qualifies using tested experience, he/she must submit a
portfolio of experience for evaluation. In a cover letter for the portfolio the individual will reflect
upon his/her experience and fully explain which of the tested experience criteria they meet. The
portfolio will be reviewed by the program team of the discipline and the Dean of the School. If a
faculty is granted permission to teach within the discipline, the program team will assign a
mentor to the faculty meeting qualifications through tested experience to ensure content
expertise.
Under the tested experience procedure, validation of student success at advanced levels will be
reviewed each semester during the first year and annually after that along with formal evaluation
of faculty as required by SCP 2218 – Evaluation of Full-Time Faculty [link to policy]. The
faculty member must sufficiently demonstrate content expertise by the end of his/her third year
to continue teaching in the discipline. Faculty not meeting content expertise by the end of year
three will be removed as an instructor in that discipline.
Every effort is being made to ensure that all institutional and Commission policies related to
faculty credentials are consistent in their interpretation and application by the academic
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leadership in both the School of Arts and Sciences and the School of Career and Technical
programs.
Shared Governance and Communication
The Peer Review Team recommended the focused visit in March 2020 also address shared
governance and communication particularly regarding institutional engagement with
accreditation processes. As cited in the report, Southern does have a shared governance approach
as documented in the Institutional Governance Handbook (link to handbook). However,
there were still concerns identified by the team in this area. In response to this concern, the
College President initiated a comprehensive review of institutional governance and its
communication structure.
At the April 11, 2018, President’s Cabinet meeting (EVIDENCE - minutes), President Gunter
appointed Vice President Allyn Sue Barker to lead the entire college community in a review of
the existing shared governance system. The review was also intended to identify ways internal
communications might be improved. On April 19, the President sent a memo to all employees
(EVIDENCE – copy of memo) requesting their active participation in the review process. He
shared the information identified in the HLC team report and asked for recommendations and/or
comments to be sent to VP Barker by May 3, 2018 (number of comments submitted / number
from each campus / types of comments received). During the governance review, employees
were encouraged to keep in mind the guiding principles of the governance system and its
communication channels.
For several years, Southern’s decision-making process has been based on a system of
consultative governance. This system was designed to provide for participation by, and
consultation with, representatives of all constituencies within the College. Constituencies
include students, faculty, classified staff, administrators, and residents from communities within
the service area. Consultative governance is defined by the College as a collaborative process
that involves representatives from the College working in a climate of mutual trust and respect.
These representatives gather and share information related to significant issues and work toward
decisions on those issues in accordance with the institution’s mission, vision, and values.
Governance-related interaction among constituent groups provides the balance of stability and
change necessary for the advancement of the College. The governance structure consists of
standing committees and advisory groups. The following principles are to guide the governance
process:
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Disclosure
 Open and constructive participation among constituents.
 A willingness to actively listen to each other.
 Early opportunities for discussion, information sharing, and input on any topic.
 Time for all constituent groups affected by an issue to share information and to state their
position(s) on proposed actions.
Responsiveness
 Due consideration and mutual trust of all constituents affected by an issue.
 Timely action and communication on all issues and proposals.
 Ernest efforts by all constituencies to understand divergent perspectives.
Accountability
 Shared integrity and responsibility in all adopted governance policies and procedures.
 Continual monitoring and refinement of governance policies and procedures by
representative of the entire College community.
 Sincere effort to make the governance process work in a timely and effective manner.
Based on the governance system review led by Vice President Barker, and the report by the Peer
Review Team, it was noted that a major focus on assessment, accreditation and compliance was
needed. In response, the Institutional Effectiveness Committee (EVIDENCE – governance
process documentation) was established. This committee is now charged with developing,
implementing, and evaluating an institutional assessment plan. The committee’s purpose is to
lead the institution in the coordination of planning, implementation, assessment, data analysis,
and documentation needed for driving the institution’s strategic planning, accreditation, and
compliance efforts. This broad-based, comprehensive committee is comprised of the chairs of all
governance committees, the College President, Vice Presidents, Accreditation Liaison Officer,
Chief Information Officer, Compliance Officer, Grants Officer, Criterion Team Chairs, and the
Director of Libraries. The Institutional Effectiveness Committee is now the governance
committee responsible for ensuring assessment, accreditation, and compliance responsibilities
are evaluated against the institution’s mission and strategic initiatives.
To maintain consistency, members of all governance committees now serve two-year terms with
reassignments made in April of every odd year. There is no limit to the number of two-year
terms a member may serve. To ensure broad representation within the governance structure and
expand communication, committee memberships, where possible and when appropriate, are
comprised of representatives of the following constituencies:
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Administration as appointed by the President or designee.
Faculty at-large as elected by the full faculty assembly.
Classified Staff at-large as elected by the classified staff assembly.
Membership by virtue of constituent position as determined by the unit vice president.
Faculty membership by academic school as elected by the faculty members of that
school.
Staff membership as elected by the classified staff assembly.
Student membership as appointed by the Vice President for Student Services.
Board of Governors membership as recommended by the Board of Governors.

Recommendations for action may be presented by anyone to any committee. These procedures
and requirements are detailed in the Institutional Governance System Handbook
[EVIDENCE – link to handbook]. Agendas, minutes, and recommended action forms of each
committee are distributed via email and placed on a shared drive accessible to all employees.
Recommendations requiring policy action are presented to the Board of Governors for approval
only after appropriate review and recommendation for action by standing committees, councils
and/or administrative units, and upon recommendation by the President. The Board posts all
proposed policy action for a required 30-day comment period prior to final approval.
Governance committees are scheduled to meet only four times per academic year for
Governance Days, with the exception of the Institutional Effectiveness Committee which meets
monthly. However, special meetings of any governance committee may be called as needed. To
ensure broad communication, actions by the various committees typically move through the
governance structure as follows:
Governance Committee

Recommendation
Forwarded to:

Recommendation
Forwarded to:

Academic Assessment

Management Council for
Academic Affairs and
Student Services

Executive Council

Curriculum and Instruction

Management Council for
Academic Affairs and
Student Services

Executive Council

Distance Education

Management Council for
Academic Affairs and
Student Services

Executive Council
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Executive Council

President’s Cabinet

Board of Governors
(if applicable)

Facilities and Safety

Executive Council

President’s Cabinet

Institutional Effectiveness
Committee

Executive Council

President’s Cabinet

Management Council for
Academic Affairs and Student
Services

Executive Council

President’s Cabinet

Student Success Committee

Executive Council

President’s Cabinet

Strategic Planning and Financial
Review

Executive Council

President’s Cabinet

Technology

Executive Council

President’s Cabinet

The Institutional Governance System Handbook also describes each committee’s purpose,
membership, and reporting structure. Responsibilities and expectations are documented to
ensure each member fully understands his/her role in the governance process (EVIDENCE P
link to Governance System handbook).
Based on comments received during the governance system review, it was determined that more
formal input from employees was needed to determine the effectiveness of institutional
governance at both the committee and overall system levels. On April 30, 2019, a survey (link to
or copy of email that was sent) was distributed to all employees to determine the effectiveness
of the existing governance system. Employees were asked to provide their perception as to the
effectiveness and efficiency of the overall governance system and to assess their level of
understanding of the purpose and goals of the various committees. The survey had 36 unique
members respond to the overall Governance Model questions and 61 responders to the
committee portion (EVIDENCE - total number of employees, total responses by campus,
responses by employee classification). The committee portion of the survey included the ten
governance committees; responders may have served on more than one committee and this could
explain the discrepancy between the overall system and committee response rate.
When asked to rate if the overall Governance Model operates effectively, 91.67% (33) responded
Strongly Agree or Agree and 8.33% (3) responded Disagree. Zero percent responded Strongly
Disagree. When asked to rate if the overall Governance Model operates efficiently, 77.14% (27)
responded Strongly Agree or Agree and 22.86% (8) responded Disagree or Strongly Disagree
with one (1) identifying Strongly Disagree. The survey data tables are provided below.
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After reviewing the comments shared by 16 of the 36 (44.44%) respondents, a change was made
in the allocation of time for administrative unit meetings during the afternoon on Governance
Days. Several of the comments received suggested that many administrative units already meet
on a regular basis outside Governance Days making the time previously set aside for unit
meetings on those days inefficient and not effective. In response to these comments, it was
decided that the time previously set aside for required unit meetings now be made available to
unit administrators who can determine whether a meeting is needed, the topics to be covered in
such a meeting, and those employees who need to be in attendance.
It had also been the intent of the administration to add two additional governance days to the
Governance schedule in an effort to increase communication opportunities. However, due to
comments received during the Governance review process, President Gunter reversed course and
maintained the traditional four governance days rather than six.
Two additional repeated comments received during the review had to do with the importance of
committee members sharing results of committee meetings with their colleagues following such
meetings and the need for committee members to actively participate in the work of the
committee. These are essential roles and responsibilities of committee membership and these
comments emphasized the extreme importance of committee members fulfilling these
obligations to maximize the shared governance model and communication channels at Southern.
To ensure actions by each committee are properly communicated, committee recorders are
responsible for summarizing key decisions and sending this information to all employees via
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email as soon as possible [EVIDENCE – Institutional Governance Handbook section
5.3.2.1.0 and sample email message demonstrating this process].
Although the results of the review of the governance system and the follow-up survey of
employees indicated the vast majority of employees view the system favorably in terms of
effectiveness and efficiency, the observations of the February 2018 visiting team regarding
shared governance and communication were taken seriously by the College. A recommitment to
the previously listed guiding principles of disclosure, responsiveness, and accountability of the
consultative governance process must be made by all employees.
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Response to Criterion 4.B Concerns
Culture of Assessment
The Peer Review Team report stated that the lack of maturity in institutional assessment at
Southern requires attention. The team also stated that the assessment committee lacks a
comprehensive representation across the institution and lacks a strong systematic and useful
process that is easily articulated and shared as expected of a Commission college. The report
further stated that experiential learning is valued by the College, and as such, deserves an
assessment program that includes this form of learning.
The Peer Review Team also determined that the College needed to address a plan of action for
comprehensive assessment, including co-curricular and operational assessment, with at least one
year of results and strategies for improvement based on the data. They stated that the next
visiting team should be able to review an institutional assessment process encompassing
academic and operational services with clear direction, evidence of broad application, and use of
results.
Assessment-Related Professional Development
Southern recognizes that ongoing assessment is an important function of higher education.
However, as a result of the Team’s concern, a major initiative was implemented to improve
assessment processes at all levels throughout the institution. To make immediate progress in
addressing this concern, it was determined that professional development was key to building
and sustaining a culture of assessment. The following table illustrates and highlights assessment
activities and professional development sessions conducted between April 2018 and October
2019. As shown in the table, there were 864.75 activity hours engaged in by 619 duplicated
participants resulting in a total of 3,295 assessment activity hours. In addition to the on-campus
assessment related professional development activities, two of Southern’s employees (Dr.
Deanna Romano and Carol Howerton) also presented at The 2019 Assessment Institute in
Indianapolis sponsored by the Office of Planning and Institutional Improvement of IUPUI
[EVIDENCE – link to program pdf] and shared the College’s experience in developing a
culture of assessment at a rural community and technical college.
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As a regionally accredited institution, Southern is required to identify outcomes for its
educational programs and administrative support services; to assess whether it achieves those
outcomes; and to provide evidence of improvement based on analysis of those results. As
previously stated, it was evident that a greater emphasis needed to be placed on assessment,
accreditation and compliance processes by the College. In response to the March 2018 Peer
Review Team concerns, the President established the previously described Institutional
Effectiveness Committee (see page 15 of this report) which is charged with leading institutional
efforts pertaining to accreditation, assessment, and compliance by developing, implementing,
and evaluating a comprehensive institutional effectiveness assessment plan.
The Institutional Effectiveness Committee membership of 18 individuals is comprehensive and
representative of administration, faculty and staff across the College. Membership consists of the
College President, Vice President of Academic Affairs, Academic Assessment Committee Chair,
Accreditation Liaison Officer, Chief Financial Officer, Chief Information Officer, Curriculum
and Instruction Committee Chair, Compliance Officer, Director of Libraries, Distance Education
Committee Chair, Facilities and Safety Committee Chair, Grants Compliance Officer, Strategic
Planning and Financial Review Chair, Technology Committee Chair, Vice President for
Institutional Advancement, and Vice President for Workforce and Community Development.
During the 2018-2019 academic year, the Institutional Effectiveness Committee developed an
Institutional Effectiveness Planning and Evaluation Handbook (link to handbook or url).
After moving through the Governance process, the handbook received final approval by the
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President’s Cabinet on November 12, 2019 [EVIDENCE – cabinet agenda and minutes]. The
handbook states that the Institutional Effectiveness Committee’s purpose is consistent with the
College’s mission statement of providing … quality education and training that promote
success – and reiterates that the institution is committed to continuous improvement informed by
the assessment of institutional effectiveness across all areas and levels. The goal of the handbook
is to support systemic and sustained evaluation for improvement of all college programs,
procedures, and services. The handbook also articulates the requirements for evaluation of
outcomes and the use of results for continuous improvement in academic and non-academic
units. Specific roles and responsibilities for implementing and overseeing assessment processes
are described to ensure compliance and to support data-driven continuous improvement that
facilitates student success.
The Institutional Effectiveness Planning and Evaluation Handbook includes information
describing what an effective institution “looks like;” a planning and evaluation model for
continuous improvement; the cycle of institutional planning, evaluation, and review; and, the
annual reporting timeline. In addition, the handbook provides specific information for academic
programs, including annual program review and assessment, the required five-year program
review cycle, assessment of general education outcomes, experiential learning assessment and
the student evaluation of instruction conducted each academic term. Assessment of co-curricular
activities and services, as well as all administrative unit functions, is also incorporated into the
institutional planning and evaluation process and described in the handbook.
Under the newly adopted planning system, Southern’s planning process is based on the
assumption that planning and evaluation are integral parts of all campus operations and that
employees and students will have an opportunity to be involved in the development and review
of official planning documents. Planning and evaluation of teaching, services, administration,
and educational support are now expected to be thorough, broad-based, integrated and
appropriate.
Southern has adopted the following planning and evaluation model for continuous improvement
which connects to the institution’s mission, vision, and values. (Has this model been
implemented? If so, provide data, analysis, recommendations for change based on data,
etc.)
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The institutional effectiveness process demonstrates continuous improvement in student learning,
educational programs, and administrative unit functions. Information gleaned from evaluation is
to be used to improve programs and processes at the college. The process of regularly conducting
unit review is a central component of ensuring all parts of the institution are appropriately
focused on achieving the institutional mission. The focus of the review process is at the unit level
where the majority of the work in accomplishing the college’s mission and vision takes place.
This process requires each unit to allocate time to complete a self-evaluation to systematically
and honestly reflect on accomplishments from the previous year and consider strengths, areas for
improvement, and resource needs. Based on this reflection of the past, the unit will engage in
planning for the future. This process will also ensure that the strategic planning process is being
conducted with fidelity in all units. The process is designed to encourage units to examine
themselves, receive feedback on their strategic planning practices, and focus on establishing,
recording, and evaluating meaningful outcomes for future years. Thus, the review is meant to be
an honest and objective review of the unit’s practices for continuous improvement.
To assist in assessment efforts, Southern is implementing the Watermark system to track
assessment and evaluation efforts (EVIDENCE needed – process since last HLC visit,
assessment reports produced, minutes of related meetings, documentation of changes made
as result of this process). Watermark is an assessment platform for managing all institutional
improvement processes. With the goals of increasing efficiencies and creating a more holistic
picture of student learning and institutional effectiveness processes, a specialized tool was
needed. After review of assessment and evaluation tools, Southern selected to implement the
Watermark Suite so energy could be concentrated on using evidence-based resources to
positively impact student success and institutional outcomes instead of designing our own
system. The following six software tools are being implemented into Southern’s assessment and
evaluation process.







Accountability Management System (AMS) – Operational Evaluation
Via – Course and Academic Assessment
Aqua – General Education Assessment
EvaluationKit – Survey and Student Feedback Tool
SmartCatalog – Curriculum, Syllabi, and Catalog Management Tool
Faculty Credentials – Faculty Professional Development

The College will now require all academic programs, and every non-academic unit, to prepare
and submit reports in the Watermark Accountability Management System (AMS). The unit
reports are to include a mission statement; unit goals (student learning outcomes for educational
programs); appropriate evaluation methods and metrics to assess outcomes; and performance
targets. In addition, the reports are to describe findings, analysis of results, and provide a
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description of how the results have been or will be used to make improvements in the program or
unit. Supportive documentation will also be uploaded to the AMS portal.
Via by Watermark will be used by faculty and students to collect course and program data. The
ePortfolio tool will allow programs to capture, measure, and share learning milestones in order to
encourage deeper reflection on learning. Aggregate reporting data will measure progress on
learning outcomes in courses and programs.
Aqua by Watermark will be used to streamline data collection, scoring, and reporting on learning
outcomes for general education and for other programs as deemed appropriate by the Dean and
program coordinators. Student artifacts are uploaded through Blackboard and scored to engage in
meaningful assessment of authentic student work. All programs identify assignments that can be
used to evaluate against the general education outcome.
EvaluationKit by Watermark is the comprehensive solution for course evaluation and
institutional surveys.
SmartCatalog by Watermark is a product used to streamline the curriculum management and
catalog production process. The curriculum review process is labor some at Southern and the
organization of master syllabi is difficult to manage. SmartCatalog will allow the institution to
streamline curriculum review, catalog production, program mapping, reporting, and student
engagement in the course and program selection process. The goal is to have SmartCatalog in
place to digitize our 2020-2021 catalog.
The Faculty Credentials portion of AMS will be implemented after the completion of the
assessment cycle for 2019-2020 in order to provide appropriate training and professional
development.
All units will be required to follow the approved institutional timeline for annual evaluation
reports as outlined in the Institutional Effectiveness Handbook (see page ?? of the handbook).
The assessment cycle follows the academic year—fall, spring, summer. Administrative units will
begin the use of Watermark with the start of the assessment cycle on July 1, 2020. All units are
then required to have report data completed in Watermark AMS by October 1st from the previous
cycle. Mid-term data should be documented in AMS by February 15th and include JulyDecember data for administrative units and Fall data for academic units.
The Institutional Effectiveness Committee will produce an Institutional Effectiveness Report for
the President’s Cabinet each December and the President will provide this report to the Board of
Governors at its February meeting each year.
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ASSESSMENT CYCLE

Academic
Units

Admin
Units

July -- Fall
Start of
Assessment
cycle, Fall.

Start of
Assessment
cycle, July
1st.

October 1st
Assessment
reports
completed in
AMS for
every
program.

Assessment
reports
completed
in AMS for
all units.

November

Institutional
Effectiveness
Committee
finalize
annual
Institutional
Effectiveness
Report.

December

Institutional
Effectiveness
Report to
President’s
Cabinet.

February

Institutional
Effectiveness
Report to
BOG.
Mid-term
data uploaded
to AMS.

March
Deans are
responsible
to complete
mid-term
check.
Vice
Presidents
are
responsible
to complete
mid-term
check.

June/Sept
All units
review and
finalize
annual
assessment
report
which is
due
October 1st.
Plan for
new
assessment
cycle.
Document
in AMS.

The following administrative units, academic and non-academic, are included in this
comprehensive institutional effectiveness assessment plan.
Assessment of Academic Programs and Student Learning
The goal of the academic program evaluation process is to maintain a vital credit-bearing
education program through continuous improvement of degree and certificate programs and of
course offerings within discipline and program areas. Annual program review is intended to be
an objective self-study of the academic program in support of the college’s mission and goals.
The review also serves as a historical document for the college, identifying changes made over
time in relation to the program’s mission and goals and the college’s strategic plan. Critical to
institutional effectiveness is an overall assessment of the program’s student learning outcomes,
plans to improve student success and review of curriculum. Each academic unit is responsible to
document the results in AMS following the institutional assessment calendar.
Annual Program Review
The goals for academic program review are:
 To improve student learning outcomes.
 To identify strengths, concerns, and recommendations for improvement.
 To document changes since the previous review.
 To serve as a plan of action for budget development, curriculum development, faculty
hiring, and departmental change.
 To increase retention and graduation rates, as appropriate.
 To improve student and employer satisfaction.
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All academic programs are required to conduct an annual review of program outcomes and
document continuous improvement plans within the Watermark system. Annual program review
is intended to be an objective self-study of the student learning outcomes and provide supportive
documentation of how program goals are achieved. The result of annual program assessment is
to use data to make informed program changes.
Each program will use the Academic Programs Workspace Template which includes standing
requirements and the individual assessment cycle requirements. The standing requirements are
general to the programs and typically will not change from year-to-year unless program
improvements are significant. The program template includes the program mission, goals,
conduct a curriculum map, include all master syllabi, and the updated faculty curriculum vitae.
Each assessment cycle, a new plan will be created and include the assessment plan and findings
and the improvement plan and status report. The assessment plan is updated yearly at the
beginning of the assessment cycle. The assessment findings are added throughout the year as
tasks and outcomes are measured. During the review and finalizing phase of the assessment
cycle, the improvement plan is generated and the status report is shared within the system.
Program team meetings are held to discuss findings, create an improvement plan, and report on
the status for continuous improvement. The screenshot below is an example of the reporting
system.

Reports can be published in various formats and shared with internal and external audiences.
Reports can be posted as webpages to share with accrediting agencies, current or prospective
students, advisory members, or for internal reporting requirements. Reports can also be
generated as PDF or Word documents as well. Below is a screenshot example of a report posted
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via a webpage which can be found at https://www.taskstream.com/ts/aasradiologictechnology/
Academic Programs.

Five-year Academic Program Review (SCP-3620: Policy Regarding Program Review)
Each academic program is required to complete a five-year program review the results of which
are also submitted to the Council for Community and Technical College Education. The fiveyear academic program review is primarily a summation and reflection of the annual review
reports and continuous improvement actions. The five-year program review addresses the
following elements:





Overview of findings including adequacy, viability, necessity, and consistency with
the mission.
Program improvements.
Assessment.
Student Data
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Below is the 5-year program review schedule. An example of a 5-year program review is
available as additional evidence.
2019-2020
Criminal Justice,
AAS & CP

2020-2021
AA

2021-2022
Central Sterile
Supply, CP

2022-2023
Business
Accounting, AAS

2023-2024
BOG Adult
Completion, AAS

Early Childhood
Development, AAS

Business
Administration,
AAS

Health Care
Technology, CP

AS
Health Care
Professional, AAS
Medical Assisting,
AAS
Medical Laboratory
Technology, AAS

General Studies, CP
EMI, CP
Industrial
Technology, CP
Mechatronics, AAS

Nursing, AAS
Radiologic
Technology, AAS

Electrical
Engineering
Technology, AAS
& CP
Information
Technology, AAS
& CP

Paramedic Science,
AAS
Welding
Technology, AAS

Occupational
Development, AAS
Surgical
Technology, AAS

Paraprofessional
Education, CP
Respiratory Care
Technology, AAS
Technical Studies,
AAS & CP

General Education Assessment
Southern is committed to providing a general education program designed to help students
develop qualities and skills associated with college educated adults. The institutional policy
SCP-3637 – General Education Philosophy and Goals [link to policy] states that the faculty of
Southern dedicate themselves to preparing graduates for life and work in the twenty-first century.
The general education philosophy and goals outlined below describe Southern’s commitment to
providing each graduate with the skills and knowledge necessary for professional and personal
success.
Purpose
The purpose of general education at Southern West Virginia Community and Technical
College is to produce generally educated students who contribute to their communities
and country. A generally educated student is a life-long learner with a common academic
canon of knowledge, concepts and attitudes.
Philosophy
Southern West Virginia Community and Technical College is committed to providing
general education to help students develop the qualities and skills associated with
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college-educated adults. Southern’s general education promotes the development of
independent, critical, and conceptual thinking skills and those skills necessary for
effective communication. Southern’s general education provides students with an
integrated view of knowledge and prepares them for their role as productive and
responsible members of society.
Goals
Southern is committed to providing a general education program that is designed to help
students develop qualities and skills associated with college educated adults. Students
who have completed the general education requirements of an associate degree will have
improved competencies in the following:






Critical thinking is the ability to identify and interpret relevant information in order to
formulate an opinion or conclusion.
Communication is utilizing verbal and written language to discuss and comprehend
information, incorporating a variety of technologies, such as texts, data, and images.
Quantitative literacy and fluency is the demonstration and communication of
computational methods and mathematical reasoning in a variety of formats (using
words, tables, graphs, mathematical equations, etc. as appropriate).
Intercultural competency is the ability to communicate and behave in appropriate
ways with those who are culturally diverse.

Assessment of general education was an area of weakness noted in the March 2018 Peer Review
Team report. In response, the general education outcomes were reviewed and updated during the
2018-2019 academic year. The Academic Assessment Committee is now responsible for
managing the general education assessment plan and documenting the results in AMS n
Watermark following the institutional assessment calendar. All academic programs have
mapped the general education outcomes to program assessment plans [EVIDENCE needed to
document mapping].
The academic assessment plan calls for faculty to collect artifacts and to use a set of rubrics to
assess student achievement of general education competencies. Past practice made it very
difficult to collect broad artifacts from programs for the Committee to evaluate the general
education impact across all programs. In addition to updating general education outcomes,
assessment rubrics were created. The Aqua component of Watermark will now be used to
upload program artifacts representing the four general education goals. As a result of the review
of general education goals, the number of competencies was reduced from six to the four and are
now reflected in policy SCP- 3637. Rubrics were created by using those developed by the
Association of American Colleges and Universities (AAC&U) Value Rubrics [EVIDENCE –
link or hard copy]. The Academic Assessment Committee used these nationally developed and
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tested rubrics as guides in creating Southern’s common rubrics for measuring the general
education outcomes. The common rubrics are provided below.
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CRITICAL THINKING – Critical thinking is the ability to identify and interpret relevant information in order
to formulate an opinion or conclusion.

CRITICAL THINKING
Identification









Interpretation 









Exemplary = 2
The student demonstrates
mastery of identifying
relevant information in
order to formulate an
opinion or conclusion.
The student habitually and
willingly examines the facts
in a systematic process.
The student goes beyond the
assignment topic and
explores related issues and
resources with great depth
and detail.
The student integrates
relevant resources and
information.
The student optimally
formulates
opinion/conclusion by
applying information and
sources to the assignment.
The student demonstrates
mastery of interpreting
relevant information in
order to formulate an
opinion or conclusion.
The student analyzes key
information, questions, and
problems clearly and
precisely.
The student evaluates
material critically and with
insight.
The student uses inference
to reason carefully from
clearly stated premises to
important implications and
consequences.
The student uses deductive
and/or inductive reasoning
consistently and with ease.
The student applies all
information and sources
critically during the
formulation of opinions or
conclusions.





















Met = 1
The student identifies
relevant information in
order to formulate an
opinion or conclusion.
The student identifies
and supports facts.
The student identifies
related issues and
demonstrates intellectual
curiosity.
The student offers
appropriate information
to support the
assignment.
The student offers
sufficient information in
order to formulate an
opinion/conclusion.

The student interprets
relevant information in
order to formulate an
opinion or conclusion.
The student analyzes key
information, questions,
and problems
competently.
The student evaluates
material competently.
The student uses
inference to reason
competently from clearly
stated premises to
important implications
and consequences.
The student uses
deductive and/or
inductive reasoning skills
competently.
The student applies
information and sources
during the process of
forming opinions or
conclusions.


















Unmet = 0
The student does not
identify relevant
information in order to
formulate an opinion or
conclusion.
The student disregards the
facts at hand.
The student fails to research
information relevant to the
assignment.
The student offers resources
that are not appropriate or
that are inadequate.
The student offers resources
that lack depth and detail in
that the student is not able
to formulate an
opinion/conclusion.

The student does not
interpret relevant
information in order to
formulate an opinion or
conclusion.
The student is unable to
analyze information,
questions, and problems or
does so superficially.
The student is unable to
evaluate material or does so
superficially.
The student is unable to or
infrequently uses inference
to reason from clearly stated
premises or recognize
implications and
consequences.
The student is unable to or
infrequently uses deductive
and/or inductive reasoning.
The student is unable to
apply information critically
while attempting to form
opinions or conclusions.
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COMMUNICATION – Communication is utilizing verbal and written language to discuss and
comprehend information, incorporating a variety of technologies, such as texts, data, and images.

COMMUNICATION
Exemplary = 2
Verbal
Language






Written
Language






Technology



The student’s position is
focused, coherent, and has a
clear and logical progression
of ideas.
The student uses appropriate,
relevant, and compelling
content to illustrate
proficiency of the subject,
conveying the student’s
understanding, and shaping
the whole work.
The student’s position does
not contain errors in standard
English.
The composition has a
beginning, middle, and end.
The composition is focused,
coherent, and has a clear and
logical progression of ideas.
The composition uses
appropriate, relevant, and
compelling content to
illustrate proficiency of the
subject, conveying the
writer’s understanding, and
shaping the whole work.
The composition does not
contain errors in standard
written English.
The composition
demonstrates proficiency of a
variety of technologies, such
as texts, data, and images.

Met = 1














The student’s position is
focused, coherent, and has
a clear and logical
progression of ideas.
The student uses
appropriate, relevant, and
compelling content to
support ideas.
The student’s position
does not contain errors in
standard English that
substantially detracts from
the overall impression of
the position.
The composition has a
beginning, middle, and
end.
The composition is
focused and coherent.
The composition uses
appropriate, relevant, and
compelling content to
support ideas.
The composition does not
contain errors in standard
written English that
substantially detracts from
the overall impression of
the composition.
The composition
incorporates a variety of
technologies, such as texts,
data, and images.

Unmet = 0














The student’s position
lacks focus, coherency, and
a clear and logical
progression of ideas.
The student does not use
appropriate, relevant, and
compelling content to
support ideas.
The student’s position
contains errors in
standard English that
substantially detracts from
the overall impression of
the position.
The composition lacks a
beginning, middle, and
end.
The composition lacks
focused and coherency.
The composition does not
use appropriate, relevant,
and compelling content to
support ideas.
The composition contains
errors in standard written
English that substantially
detracts from the overall
impression of the
composition.
The composition does not
incorporate a variety of
technologies, such as texts,
data, and images.
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QUANTITATIVE LITERACY AND FLUENCY – Quantitative literacy and fluency is the demonstration
and communication of computational methods and mathematical reasoning in a variety of formats
(using words, tables, graphs, mathematical equations, etc. as appropriate).

QUANTITATIVE LITERACY AND FLUENCY
Exemplary = 2

Met = 1

Unmet = 0



The student illustrates 
the ability to solve
mathematical problems
with no errors in
computation, sign
errors, or errors
copying data that may
result in an incorrect
solution.

The student illustrates
the ability to solve
mathematical problems
but with minor errors
in computation, sign
errors, or errors
copying data that may
result in an incorrect
solution.



The solution the
student illustrates is
incomplete and
contains major
computational errors,
procedural errors
and/or serious flaws in
mathematical
reasoning.



The process the student 
uses to solve the
mathematical problem
demonstrates
knowledge of
mathematical concepts
relevant to the task.

The process the student 
uses to solve the
mathematical problem
demonstrates a slightly
limited grasp of
mathematical concepts
or procedures.

The process the student
uses to solve the
mathematical problem
demonstrates little or
no knowledge of
mathematical concepts
relevant to the task.

Communication 

The student illustrates 
the ability to solve
mathematical problems
with no errors in
computation, sign
errors, or errors
copying data that may
result in an incorrect
solution.

The student illustrates
the ability to solve
mathematical problems
but with minor errors
in computation, sign
errors, or errors
copying data that may
result in an incorrect
solution.



The solution the
student illustrates is
incomplete and
contains major
computational errors,
procedural errors
and/or serious flaws in
mathematical
reasoning.

The response the
student gives for the
mathematical problem
may not communicate
effectively the process
used to obtain a
solution.



The response the
student gives for the
mathematical problem
is absent, does not
communicate the
process used to obtain
a solution or
communicates a
process that is
irrelevant to the task.

Demonstration



The response the
student gives for the
mathematical problem
communicates
effectively the process
used to obtain a
solution.
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INTERCULTURAL COMPETENCE – Intercultural competence is the ability to communicate and
behave in appropriate ways with those who are culturally diverse.

INTERCULTURAL COMPETENCE
Communication 











Behavior






Exemplary = 2

The student communicates
in appropriate ways with
those who are culturally
diverse.
The student identifies own
cultural rules and biases
and recognizes new
perspectives about own
cultural rules and biases.
The student demonstrates
adequate understanding of
the complexity of elements
important to members of
another culture in relation
to its history, values,
politics, communication
styles, economy, or beliefs
and practices.
The student recognizes
intellectual and emotional
dimensions of more than
one worldview and
sometimes uses more than
one worldview in
interactions.
The student recognizes and
participates in cultural
differences in verbal and
nonverbal communication
and begins to negotiate a
shared understanding
based on those differences.
The student asks simple or
surface questions about
other cultures and seeks
out answers to those
questions.



The student demonstrates
mastery of behaving in
appropriate ways with
those who are culturally
diverse.
The student initiates and
develops interactions with
culturally different others.
The student suspends
judgment in valuing his
interactions with culturally
different others.

















Met = 1

The student
communicates in
appropriate ways with
those who are
culturally diverse.
The student shows
minimal awareness of
own cultural rules and
biases.
The student
demonstrates surface
understanding of the
complexity of elements
important to members
of another culture in
relation to its history,
values, politics,
communication styles,
economy, or beliefs
and practices.
The student views the
experience of others
but through own
cultural worldview.
The student has a
minimal level of
understanding of
cultural differences in
verbal and nonverbal
communication and is
unable to negotiate a
shared understanding.
The student states
minimal interest in
learning about other
cultures.













The student behaves in 
appropriate ways with
those who are
culturally diverse.
The student is
receptive to interacting 
with culturally
different others.
The student has
difficulty suspending

any judgment in his
interactions with
culturally different
others, but is aware of
own judgment.

Unmet = 0

The student does
not communicate in
appropriate ways
with those who are
culturally diverse.
The student fails to
show minimal
awareness of own
cultural rules and
biases.
The student fails to
demonstrate surface
understanding of
the complexity of
elements important
to members of
another culture in
relation to its
history, values,
politics,
communication
styles, economy, or
beliefs and
practices.
The student does
not view the
experience of
others.
The student lacks
understanding of
cultural differences
in verbal and
nonverbal
communication.
The student states
no interest in
learning about other
cultures.
The student does
not behave in
appropriate ways
with those who are
culturally diverse.
The student is not
receptive to
interacting with
culturally different
others.
The student has fails
to suspend any
judgment in his
interactions with
culturally different
others, and is
unaware of own
judgment.
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Following the design and adoption of the general education assessment rubrics, faculty were
asked to test them in their courses during the spring 2019 semester and then complete a survey
indicating their experiences in the use of the rubrics. There was a 43% (26) response rate to the
survey and all rubrics were reviewed, Critical Thinking (9), Communication (11), Quantitative
Literacy and Fluency (2), Intercultural Competence (4). The following illustrates the results of
the survey.
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The overall majority of responses identified the rubrics were appropriately designed to measure
the general education outcome. There was a response rate of 92.3% (24) that indicated strongly
agree or agree. Two (7.7%) reported disagree.

When asked to review the criteria and scales, 88.5% (23) indicated strongly agree or agree. Three
(11.5%) reported disagree.
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When asked to review and evaluate for excellence, 96.1% (25) indicated strongly agree or agree.
Only one (3.8%) reported disagree.

Finally, when asked if the rubrics cover important criteria for student performance, 96.2% (25)
indicated Strongly Agree or Agree. Only one (3.8%) reported disagree.
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Aqua is the Watermark component that will be used for collecting, scoring, and reporting general
education outcomes. The Academic Assessment Committee has worked diligently to develop the
common rubrics. The initial administration of the rubrics will be used to score student work so
benchmarks of learning can be established. Aqua provides the means to produce quantitative data
to ensure general education outcomes are met. Aqua makes it easy to distribute work for scoring
based on outcome or program affiliation; manage multiple scoring rounds to establish inter-rater
reliability; filter outcome reports by key demographics; and support multiple initiatives with one
artifact.
In light of the recent review and modification of the general education outcomes, the creation of
the new rubrics, the test uses of the rubrics followed by the survey of faculty, the Academic
Assessment Committee decided to implement the use of the new common rubrics in a sequential
manner over the next two academic years. The rubrics measuring Communication and Critical
Thinking will be administered during the 2019-2020 academic year with those measuring
Quantitative Literacy/Fluency and Intercultural Competence to be administered the following
year. After the initial launch of these rubrics and the analysis of results, the plan calls for full
implementation of all four rubrics on an annual basis in academic year 2021-2022.
Results of Communication Skills Assessment
Following is a description of the spring 2019 administration of the common rubric for
Communication Skills and the resulting data analysis which serves as an example of the
assessment of general education competencies project. The English faculty who participated in
this assessment project were Lawrence D’Angelo, Vicky Evans, Nathan Freeman, and Tehseen
Irfan.
English faculty developed a simple 0, 1, 2 rubric scale (0=Unmet, 1=Met, 2=Exemplary) to score
writing samples with the Communication Rubric. Writing samples were collected at the
beginning and end of the semester for EN101 and at the end of the semester for EN102 to pilot
the Communication General Education outcomes.
All samples were on the same topic and written under the same conditions: handwritten, in class,
without the aid of smartphones or word processing software. Because this new process is in
infancy, no samples other than English were used to evaluate the Communication outcomes.
For EN 101, samples were taken from the beginning of the semester, during the first or second
week (designated as “Pre”) and from the end of the semester, during the last week or finals week
(designated as “Post”); EN 102 samples were taken at the end of the semester.
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Each sample was scored by the respective class’ faculty member, using a 0-2 rubric. Faculty
agreed that, as an incentive, the total worth of the Assessment Essay should be 10% of a
student’s overall grade; furthermore, although a three-point rubric was used for assessment
purposes, faculty were permitted to use a different rubric for scoring (most likely, one with more
points) as it related to students’ class grades.

Communication: English 101 “Pre” Results
Score
Exemplary: 2
Met: 1
Unmet: 0

# samples
receiving score
(50)
25
23
2

% of samples
receiving score
50.00%
46.00%
4.00%

# samples receiving score
Communication: English 101 "Pre" Results
40

36

35
30
25
20

20

15
10
4

5
0
Exemplary: 2

Met: 1

Unmet: 0
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Communication: English 101 “Post” Results
Score
Exemplary: 2
Met: 1
Unmet: 0

# samples
receiving score
(50)
0
45
5

% of samples
receiving score
0.00%
90.00%
10.00%

# samples receiving score
Communicaiton: English 101 "Post" Results
40

36

35
30
25
20

20

15
10
4

5
0
Exemplary: 2

Met: 1

Unmet: 0

For EN 101, the average score increased significantly from the “pre” essays to the “post” essays,
with the number of essays that “meet standard” going from 23 to 45, while the number of essays
“below standard” reduced from 25 to 0. This indicates that the co-requisite model does work and
that, by the end of the semester, students in the support course make up ground and become
equal in proficiency as their EN 101 counterparts.
The next step for EN 101 is determining the format for incorporating the “scaffolding” portion of
EN 101. Currently, all students, regardless of proficiency, are placed in EN 101, but English
faculty suggest this is counterproductive to those not requiring scaffolding, citing those students
whose composition skills were deemed “college ready,” by ACT score or Accuplacer, felt
“punished” for having to stay for the support portion of the course. This is evidenced by the lack
of significant increase in the number of “above standard” essays (2 “pre,” 5 “post”); therefore,
starting in Fall 2020, students requiring foundational remediation will be required to enroll in EN
101E, a 50-minute support course, which will act as scaffolding for EN 101.
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Furthermore, to provide incentive and accountability in EN 101E, the grade earned in EN 101E,
which is comprised of attendance and participation, will count as 10% of a student’s grade in EN
101.
Next, a breakdown of the most frequent problems exhibited in the samples (analytics) will be
tabulated so that English faculty can spend more time those particular areas with students in both
EN 101 and EN 101E. Also, the assessment scores for students in EN 101 and those in EN 101E
will be tabulated separately, as well as collectively, which should help in determining the
efficacy of the support course format.
Finally, the Writing Scoring Team will use Aqua and Watermark to pull archives across the
curriculum and assess them using the college’s General Education rubrics.
With regard to EN 102, 67% of EN 102 samples “meet standard,” and 33% do not resulting in a
significant disparity between the number of samples meeting or exceeding standard in EN 101 at
the end of the semester (90%) and the number of samples meeting or exceeding standard in EN
102 (67%).
The primary focus of the Assessment Essay is to determine what is causing one-third of EN 102
essays to not meet standard at the end of the semester. English faculty need to determine
appropriate action to be taken in EN 102 courses to decrease the number of essays not meeting
standard and increase those meeting and exceeding standard. First steps toward this will be to
apply analytics to the EN 102 samples to determine the problems that are most prevalent so
English faculty can work more with students on those particular areas in EN 102, as well as in
EN 101 and EN 101E.
The English 102 results are provided below.

Communication: English 102 Results
Score
Exemplary: 2
Met: 1
Unmet: 0

# samples
receiving score
(60)
20
36
4

% of samples
receiving score
33.33%
60.00%
6.67%
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# samples receiving score
Communicaiton: English 102 Results
40

36

35
30
25
20

20

15
10
4

5
0
Exemplary: 2

Met: 1

Unmet: 0

Experiential Learning Assessment
Southern provides a number of non-tradition programs through which individuals can earn
college credit. These programs include prior learning assessment, advanced placement
examinations, college-level examination program (CLEP), challenge exams, and the articulation
of credit through licensure and certifications. Additionally, the College offers several nontraditional degree and certificate program options such as the Associate in Applied Science
(AAS) degree in the Board of Governors program, Occupational Development and/or Technical
Studies. Non-traditional Certificate Program options are also available.
These programs are highly flexible and responsive to the needs and interests of adult learners
who are seeking a degree or certificate completion opportunity. Although these non-traditional
programs combine a core of academic courses with credits earned through prior learning
experiences, assessment of student learning in each of these program options is administered on
an individual basis. For the core academic courses, student learning is assessed using the same
methods as traditional students (i.e. administering common rubrics for assessment of general
education outcomes). The individualized prior learning experiences are assessed utilizing a
variety of measures including, but not limited to, results of licensure examinations required for
practice in a particular field or profession, industry-based certifications earned, administration of
challenge exams which measure the achievement of specific course objectives, and a number of
other means.
Additional information concerning the assessment learning within these non-traditional programs
is available through the office of the Dean of Career and Technical Programs (Russell Saunders)
and from the Coordinator of the Board of Governors AAS degree program (Brandon Kirk).
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Student Evaluation of Instruction (SIP-2220: Course Feedback) [EVIDENCE – link to
procedure]
Student evaluation of learning is an important component of the academic assessment process.
The student course evaluation system used by Southern for many years was home-grown and
provided data in PDF format that could not be manipulated or evaluated efficiently. Response
rates using this paper system was very low as well. The process for reviewing the data was
through individual emails for each course section for every faculty member. It was nearly
impossible to get a report to the Dean, Vice President for Academic Affairs, or the President.
At the conclusion of each course, students would receive a course evaluation survey to provide
input to the instructor and institution for improved practice and as an indirect measure of the
students’ perception of their learning. Faculty and programs included student evaluation data for
annual performance reviews, annual program reviews, and for five-year reviews. However, the
Peer Review Team noted that updates were not available regarding the process for gathering
student feedback.
It is important for faculty to be able to use course evaluations to improve instruction and for
students to be able to provide feedback regarding instruction. Therefore, a new system has been
implemented. During the past year, the Faculty Senate reviewed the questions collected for
student course evaluations. A revised question set was discussed and tentatively approved at the
October 16, 2018 meeting of the Faculty Senate. Final approval of the revised student course
evaluations was achieved at the February 22, 2019 Faculty Senate meeting. [EVIDENCE –
minutes].
EvaluationKit in Watermark was piloted for the Spring 2019 semester and placed in full
production for Summer 2019, whereas in the past, summer evaluations were never distributed.
Faculty have now instant access to the feedback immediately after grades are submitted. Faculty
have access to information-rich reporting so they can implement course changes immediately
after receiving the feedback. With the use of EvaluationKit, faculty are now able to add their
own questions and ask students questions about the course at any time throughout the semester
as well. Faculty also now have access to the data they need to monitor quality and make timely,
actionable decisions to improve teaching and learning.
Southern adopted EvaluationKit because it was easy to:


Engage students and faculty in meaningful evaluation of teaching and learning.



Design custom surveys and allow departments and faculty to add their own questions.



Boost response rates to ensure broad participation and meaningful data.
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Simplify survey processes for team-taught and cross-listed courses.



Integrates with our Blackboard Learning Management System.



It was intuitive and needed very little support to implement.

The first administration of the new course evaluation system returned a response rate of 45.37%
(1979/4362). Using a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 4 (strongly agree), the mean response was
3.55 for all questions. Faculty are now able to evaluate the information from different sections
and across different terms immediately after the final grade date as identified on the academic
calendar. Final grades must be submitted before faculty can have access to the course evaluation
results by students. Faculty will have access to add their own specific questions to analyze
information such as how new projects are working for the students or to provide mid-term
evaluations to adjust instruction as needed.
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Assessment of Co-Curricular Activities and Services
Southern has made great strides in developing and implementing a co-curricular assessment plan.
Several members from the institution have attended national and state conferences to support the
development of an institutional co-curricular program. The West Virginia Higher Education
Assessment Council provided a two-day summit on November 8-9, 2018 (EVIDENCE agenda, attendees, what did attendees do with what they learned?). The focus of the summit
was on academic and co-curricular assessment. Attending this event provided the initial
resources to develop an institutional co-curricular assessment framework. Southern
representatives also attended a state-sponsored event on May 1, 2019. The West Virginia
Education Assessment Council (EVIDENCE – agenda, examples of activities) provided an
afternoon filled with co-curricular activities to discuss and strengthen co-curricular assessment.
Throughout the past year, a team of individuals met as a co-curricular team. This team included
student services specialists, the director of student success, student leadership representation, the
director of financial aid and student employment, the director of libraries, and the faculty
coordinator for the Sticks Organization. Throughout the year, the team developed the cocurricular mission, determined the use of the general education goals as the co-curricular
measures, and identified the initial and follow-up programs to include within the co-curricular
assessment plan.
In May 2019, Dr. Charles Lopez joined Southern as the Vice President for Student Affairs. He
has been charged with leading the team in building a culture of evidence in the student affairs
unit. In order to strengthen the co-curricular assessment program, he has identified additional
professional development needed by team members. The team will be reading Building a
Culture of Evidence in Student Affairs: A Guide for Leaders and Practitioners by Culp and
Dungy. The text will provide processes and solutions to support the complexity of student affairs
responsibilities for measuring the effectiveness of processes, programs, and services.
The Co-Curricular Assessment Mission is to provide Southern with a broader picture of our
students’ total and wide-ranging learning experiences. By supplementing academic program
assessment, co-curricular assessment allows us to gauge our students’ exposure to Southern’s
general education goals – critical thinking, communication, quantitative literacy and fluency, and
intercultural competence.
Students will use:


Critical thinking skills for the purpose of identifying and interpreting relevant
information in order to formulate an opinion or conclusion.
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Verbal and written language to discuss and comprehend information, incorporating a
variety of technologies, such as texts, data, and images.
Quantitative literacy and fluency skills to demonstrate and communicate
computational methods and mathematical reasoning in a variety of formats (using
words, tables, graphs, mathematical equations, etc. as appropriate).
Intercultural competence skills in order to communicate and behave in appropriate
ways with those who are culturally diverse.

The initial co-curricular assessment plan includes the following areas:






Tutoring
Student Leadership
o SkillsUSA
o National Society of Leadership and Success (NSLS)
Library Services
Sticks Organization

The following activities will be added to the 2019-2020 co-curricular assessment plan:







Student Leadership
o Lambda Chi Nu
o Lambda Nu
o Phi Theta Kappa
Advising
Student Services
Financial Literacy
Student Employment

Additional activities will be added each assessment cycle as other appropriate areas are identified
across campus.
The assessment goals and data reports will be included.
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Administrative Unit Assessment
The goal of administrative unit assessment is to measure how well the institution is fulfilling the
College’s mission and to demonstrate continuous improvement in administrative services.
Administrative units define unit missions, establish goals, and determine how to measure
objectives associated with those goals so that key processes and services that meet the needs and
expectations of students and other stakeholders can be improved on a continuous basis.
Each administrative unit is to engage in assessment activities and data analysis that provide
evidence of how well the unit meets its operational goals. Each administrative unit will be
responsible for documenting the results in the Watermark Accountability Management System
(AMS) following the institutional assessment calendar.
The administrative units identified and to be included in the planning and evaluation system
assessment are Finance and Administrative Services, Student Services, Workforce and
Community Development, Institutional Advancement, and Technology Services. The following
outcomes are expected from all administrative unit assessment processes:
o To document – the assessment process will provide feedback to determine how the
administrative unit can be improved.
o To inform – the assessment process will inform department heads and other decisionmakers of the contributions and impact of the administrative unit to the development
and growth of students.
o To prove – the assessment process will provide proof to all stakeholders what the
administrative unit is accomplishing.
o To support – the assessment process will provide support for campus decisionmaking activities such as strategic planning as well as external accountability such as
accreditation.
[Is there evidence of each unit’s assessment plan in Watermark? What can be added here
concerning each specific unit’s goals, measures, results, actions taken to date as a result of
its plan?]
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Response to Criterion 4.C Concerns
Within Criterion 4.C, the Review Team identified that beyond the goals for retention,
persistence, and completion, the actual collection, analysis, and use of data pertaining to these
important student success indicators is lacking at the institutional level. Concern by the Team
was also expressed for the lack of data since the last visit regarding the useful tracking of
students and use of the data. As a result of their review of this criterion, the Team stated that the
institution needs to: (1) actually define student retention, persistence, and completion as well as
set measurable goals for each, and, (2) progress on goals and processes need to be available for
the next focus visit. There is also the expectation that the institution demonstrate how results
will be used for quality improvement as well as present any tangible results up to the time of the
report.
Strategic Enrollment Management Planning
Upon receipt of the Peer Review Team report, the College immediately began working toward
updating a Strategic Enrollment Management Plan (SEMP). The planning team worked
diligently throughout the remainder of the 2018 academic year to create a plan that addressed the
deficiencies identified in the Peer Review Team report. Dr. Deanna Romano, former Vice
President of Academic Affairs, and Darrell Taylor, Director of Enrollment Management and
Student Engagement, co-chaired the SEMP committee and are credited with co-authoring the
resulting plan [EVIDENCE – link to SEMP].
Membership on the SEMP planning team consisted of all Vice Presidents, the Associate Vice
President of Academic Affairs, Directors, faculty and staff members. Members met weekly and
bi-weekly throughout 2018 [EVIDENCE – minutes, documentation]. During these meetings,
input was received from faculty, staff, and students. Employees had multiple opportunities to
provide input and review a number of drafts of the plan. The planning team also sought out
guidance from Kevin Crockett, a consultant with Ruffalo Noel Levitz. Mr. Crockett encouraged
the planning team to consider the plan as a fluid document that is continuously reviewed and
updated rather than a five-year, stagnant document that remains unchanged.
The SEMP planning team shared each draft of the plan with the Student Success Committee
during Governance Day meeting and the final draft was shared with the entire College
community when the plan was finalized in February of 2019. The plan’s guiding principles focus
on four major phases of the student enrollment lifecycle:





Recruitment: 1st point of contact to acceptance.
Enrollment: Acceptance to Enrollment (1-15 credit hours).
Retention: Enrollment to Evaluation (16-45 credit hours).
Completion: Personal Goal Achieved (46 credit hours and beyond).
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The SEMP is designed to focus on student learning. The purpose of this plan is to improve
student learning performance by:







Increasing course completion rates.
Increasing retention (fall-spring/fall-fall) and persistence (4-yr/employment) rates.
Increasing courses completed to 15 credits each semester and 30 credits each year.
Increasing completion of math and English during the first year.
Increasing credential awards.
Decreasing median time to degree and college credits awarded.

As part of the planning process, the College committed to the Guided Pathways Project [link]
and to employing these initiatives to improve the student success pathway. As a result, the
following broad goals have been established to meet the challenges identified through an
analysis of data presented by the American Association of Community Colleges (AACC)
[EVIDENCE needed] Guided Pathways Project and the reports submitted by the Strategic
Enrollment Management Planning team. [EVIDENCE needed]



Increase the number of first-time Southern students.
Increase the number of recruited students to enrollment.
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Improve persistence and retention rates.
Increase institutional support for student success.
Improve completion rates.
Improve connections with alumni.

In order to attain the goals identified within the plan, actions and strategies have been identified
and will be tracked within the Watermark AMS system. The goals of the Strategic Enrollment
Management Plan map to the institutional Strategic Plan so outcomes can be linked directly to
institutional outcomes. SEMP goals are as follows:
Goal 1: Increase the number of first-time Southern students. – Recruitment
1.1 Develop comprehensive and integrated marketing and communication outreach.
1.1.1 Coordinate and plan various modes of communication.
1.1.2 Create recruitment activities and events calendar.
1.1.3 Create procedures for employees making public displays and presentations.
1.2 Set-up and implement tracking software.
1.2.1 Implement Banner Recruit Module.
1.3 Develop financial literacy campaign.
1.3.1 Implement default management plan.
1.3.2 Develop “Paying for College” communication package.
Goal 2: Increase the number of recruited students to enrollment. – Enrollment
2.1 Create an efficient and student-friendly admissions process.
2.1.1 Streamline the admission process.
2.1.2 Document Admissions communication process. New onboarding process.
Goal 3: Improve persistence and retention rates. – Retention
3.1 Ensure educational offerings and career pathways exemplify local, state, and national
job sectors.
3.1.1 Validate programmatic and Course offering, sequence, quality and delivery.
3.1.2 Expand Articulations.
3.1.3 Integrate Academics and Workforce to help students obtain goals.
3.1.4 Cultivate our Sector Advisory Teams
Goal 4: Increase institutional support for student success. – Retention
4.1 Develop and implement student success initiatives.
4.1.1 Develop Orientation Program and/or First-Year Experience.
4.1.2 Revise and Implement advising program.
4.1.3 Strengthen and expand the Student Success Center locations and activities.
Goal 5: Improve completion rates. – Completion:
5.1 Create a seamless graduation process.
5.1.1 Create new process for graduation application, review, and documentation
including skill sets, certificates, and associate degrees.
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Goal 6: Improve connections with alumni. – Completion
6.1 Develop and implement a graduate to alumni transition plan.
6.1.1 Develop alumni campaign.
In order to increase communication and document progress, the SEMP planning team developed
working groups for each of the Strategic Enrollment Management Plan Goals. The workgroup
structure and accountability leader is identified below.
Working Group Goal 1: Freshman Recruitment
Purpose: Increase the number of first-time Southern Students
Accountability Leader – Shelby Porter
Members: Shelby Porter, Tom Cook, Mary Trent, Mandy Lester, Chuck Lopez, Darrell Taylor,
Katie Jarrell,
Action Plan Leaders: 1.1 - Shelby Porter; 1.2 - Tom Cook; 1.3 - Stella Estepp
Working Group Goal 2: Admission through On-Boarding:
Purpose: Increase the number of Recruited Student to enroll
Accountability Leader – Darrell Taylor
Members: Angie Dotson, Pat Miller, Mandy Lester, Dianna Toler, Teri Wells, Larry D’Angelo
Action Plan Leader: 2.1- Darrell Taylor
Working Group Working Group Goal 3: Persistence and Retention
Purpose: Improve Persistence and Retention Rates
Accountability Leader – Chuck Lopez
Members: Allyn Sue Barker, Tom Cook, Sam Litteral, Chuck Lopez, Rita Roberson, Carol
Howerton, Dianna Toler, Stella Estepp,
Action Plan Leader: 3.1.1 – Chuck Lopez
Working Group Goal 4: Support Services
Purpose: Increase Institutional Support for Student Success
Accountability Leader – Dianna Toler
Members: Stephanie Mounts, Russ Saunders, Tim Ooten, Lillie Teeters, Dianna Toler, Darrell
Taylor, Mary Hamilton, Katie Jarrell,
Action Plan Leader: 4.1.1 – Chuck Lopez
Working Group Goal 5: Increasing Graduates
Purpose: Improve Completion Rate
Accountability Leader – Teri Wells
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Members: Allyn Sue Barker, Katie Jarrell, David Kommer, Mandy Lester, Russell Saunders,
Teri Wells
Action Plan Leader: 5.1 - Teri Wells
Working Group Goal 6: Alumni Connections
Purpose: Improve Connections with Alumni
Accountability Leader – Rita Roberson
Members: Mandy Lester, Tammy Toppings, Rhonda Collins, Bill Alderman, Katie Jarrell and
Shelby Porter,
Action Plan Leader – 6.1 – Rita Roberson
Each Accountability Leader meets with members of his/her team to discuss progress on action
items in the SEMP. At each Governance Day, Accountability Leaders report findings to the
Student Success Committee to spur continuous improvement. [EVIDENCE needed]. For
example, Darrell Taylor discussed the results of the New Student Orientation survey with the
Workgroup for Goal 2. Subsequently, Mr. Taylor presented the results of the survey
[EVIDENCE needed] and the reactions of this workgroup with the Student Success Committee
with recommendations for improvements to the New Student Orientation for next spring.
[EVIDENCE needed]
Below is an image of the goals map between the Strategic Enrollment Management Plan and
Southern’s Strategic Plan. The map documents direct connection between the activities,
outcomes, and goals between the two plans. The mapping is done within the AMS tool so all
reporting mechanisms connect directly to the Strategic Plan. The Strategic Enrollment
Management plan maps to Strategic Plan Goals 1 and 2. [EVIDENCE needed – I’m not sure
the table that follows provides enough detail - need more explanation, detail or link]
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Within the Strategic Enrollment Management Plan definitions for Retention, Persistence and
Completion are clearly provided. The SEMP defines retention using term and year parameters.
Term retention refers to the number of Fall cohort students who enrolled in at least one creditbearing course in the Spring term (i.e. Fall to Spring at Southern). Year retention refers to the
number of Fall cohort students who enrolled in at least one credit-bearing course during the
subsequent Fall semester (i.e. Fall to Fall at Southern).
The term persistence refers to the number of Fall cohort students who entered the subsequent
Fall semester at another 2-year or 4-year institution or who entered the workforce. Southern
relies on the State of West Virginia data system get the data indicators. This information can be
downloaded from the West Virginia’s Higher Education Data Portal Explorer website at
http://www.wvhepc.edu/resources/data-and-publication-center/. The Explorer website is a
new state initiative and was deployed Fall 2019. [EVIDENCE – provide the link but also
download Southern’s data and have it in Resource room]
Completion refers to the number of students who met their personal goal(s) and earned a
credential (skill-set, certificate, degree) or achieved the desired educational outcome. Students
identify their desired educational outcome at application and throughout the advising process.
The following data indicators are now used to identify how the Strategic Enrollment
Management Plan goals are met. [How were the targets determined, meeting minutes,
participants, sources used, etc.? Explain the process, who was involved, any data to share?]
Strategic Enrollment Management Plan
Fall 2019
Target
Headcount
Course Completion Rate
Year Retention Rate
30+ College Credit in Year 1
Median College-Level Credits at Completion
Complete College Math in Year 1
Complete College English in Year 1
Certificates and Degrees Awarded
Skill-Set Completers
Median Time to Degree

62.5%
57.5%
10%
85
22.5%
55%
420
3310
7-years

Oct. 2019
1440

3133

ACTIONS taken and Data produced with results [Evidence needed]
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Response to Criterion 5.B Concerns
During their on-campus visit in February 2018, the Peer Review Team observed, and then noted
in their report, what they termed “a confluence of change, unstable leadership in many areas of the
college and a lack of communication, and thus understanding, have resulted in a tense environment
at all levels of the organization.” The visiting team also noted that the Board had expressed
concerns about morale and had encouraged the President to engage in the challenge of addressing
the organizational climate, specifically campus morale, and to report back to the Board of
Governors. The visiting team concluded that “institutional concerns regarding organizational
climate are obvious” and subsequently recommended that the institution provide a report that
clearly and specifically addresses the following:
1. Revised and improved communication channels, along with results, across the campus.
2. Professional development, particularly on Commission policies and criteria. Faculty, staff,
and administration need to be more engaged in the re-accreditation process. Such
professional development should encompass multiple personnel avoiding only the few.
3. Organizational culture assessment that is meaningful, positive, objective, and professional
should be engaged, perhaps with the help of an external consultant.
4. Defined process and protocol for managing differences and reconciling disputes,
particularly at a small institution. While state statutes dictate reconciling disputes, it is
apparent that such statute has not resulted in a harmonious, positive campus culture. Such
process and protocol should be more institutional-focused in addition to state requirements.
Such processes and protocol may be more managerial focused.
5. New voices utilized on campus in multiple administrative groups that are free from
historical challenges and who have fresh insights. While the institution has no control over
the appointment of lay members to its Board of Governors, the Commission encourages
new members of the Board to offer fresh insights while working with veteran Board
members to help move the institution forward and help the campus culture improve.

Revised and Improved Communication Channels
As might be expected, addressing the tension on campus that was identified by the Peer Review
Team during their on-campus visit in February 2018, has been a major challenge. The institution
has continued to experience significant change at the Board of Governors level as well as in
leadership in major administrative positions. At the time of the February 2018 HLC on-site visit,
the Board of Governors in place at that time had expressed support for President Gunter.
Subsequent to this visit, seven new lay members were appointed to the Board. In August 2019,
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Dr. Gunter announced his intent to retire effective at the end of the fall term. In considering action
needed to ease on-campus tension, the Board determined that it was in the best interest of the
institution to place Dr. Gunter in a paid advisory capacity effective September 2019 through his
official retirement date of January 3, 2020. The Board then named the Vice President for Finance
and Administration, Mr. Samuel M. Litteral, to serve as Interim President until such time as a
permanent President is named. A formal presidential search, with the assistance of a national
search firm, has been launched with the goal of naming a permanent President by no later than
July 1, 2020.
Following the appointment of Interim President Litteral, additional changes in leadership positions
have occurred. In October 2019, the Interim President determined that a change in leadership of
the Academic Affairs unit was needed to ensure faculty concerns were being adequately addressed
and that appropriate actions were being taken to involve the broader institutional community in
the re-accreditation processes. These processes include both the scheduled March 2020 focused
visit and the longer-term comprehensive evaluation set for the 2022-2023 academic year. With
the departure of Dr. Deanna Romano, Mr. Litteral appointed a longtime member of the faculty,
Mr. Guy Lowes, to serve as Interim Vice President of Academic Affairs. This appointment is
expected to continue until such time as a new President is named. Since Dr. Romano was also
serving as HLC Accreditation Liaison Officer(ALO), someone needed to fill this position as well.
Because Mr. Lowes will continue to carry at least a partial teaching load, Interim President Litteral
named another member of the faculty to serve as ALO. Mr. William “Bill” Alderman, Professor
of Business, has agreed to fill this position until a new President is in place. Both the actions of
the Board of Governors and Interim President Litteral are largely viewed as positives and have
resulted in a renewed enthusiasm among the faculty and staff.
[NEED ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND NARRATIVE FOR THIS SECTION]
Professional Development and Accreditation Process Engagement
Among the concerns cited regarding Criterion 5B, the Peer Review Team articulated a need for
the institution to engage in professional development, particularly on Commission policies and
criteria; that faculty, staff and administration need to be engaged in the re-accreditation process;
and, that the professional development should encompass multiple personnel. These concerns
are considered to be somewhat duplicative of those reflected under Criterion 2.A. The response
to those concerns (see pages 7 – 18) of this report describes the institution’s efforts to provide the
recommended professional development and also provides details concerning the cross-section
of College personnel who have participated in these professional development opportunities.
The information provided in response to Criterion 2.A specifically describes efforts to engage the
entire institution in the re-accreditation process. The information provided there lists those who
have attended either the 2018 and/or 2019 HLC annual conference (see pages 8 – 9). In addition
to conference attendance, a number of accreditation-related professional development activities
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have been provided for all College employees. These activities have been conducted on campus
during Governance Days, faculty convocations, Board of Governors’ meetings, and assessment
academies. Off-campus professional development focused on accreditation-related topics
include such activities as administrative retreats, academic retreats, and the West Virginia Higher
Education Assessment Council Summits.
As for engagement in accreditation processes and procedures, the table on page 10 of this report
tabulates the activity hours, the number of participants, the type of accreditation-related activity,
as well as the date the activity was conducted. This information validates the seriousness with
which the institution has responded to the visiting team’s concerns in this area.
[Need additional information here to supplement the actions described in response to
Criterion 2.A concerns]
Assessment of Organizational Culture and Campus Morale
In their report, the visiting team also noted the need for the institution to develop an
organizational culture of assessment that is meaningful, positive, and objective. From their
perspective, institutional concerns regarding organizational climate were obvious. Although
there may be differing definitions for the terms ‘organization culture’ and ‘organizational
climate’ it is easy to recognize the internal tension that raised the Teams concern’s in this area.
Recognizing these concerns, the College has taken concrete steps to improve the organizational
climate, communication channels, and spirit of collegiality on campus. At the March 19, 2019
Institutional Effectiveness Committee meeting, [EVIDENCE needed – agenda, minutes, etc.]
it was determined through general consensus that the College should participate in the Great
Colleges to Work for Survey, a national survey administered and processed by
ModernThinkLLC, an independent management consulting firm focusing on workplace quality
in higher education. The results of this survey now serve as the institution’s baseline data for
measuring campus morale. It is the institution’s intent that the Great Colleges to Work for
Survey be distributed annually and that it be used to gauge campus morale and to identify areas
of concern as well as to celebrate achievements.
During the spring 2019 semester, the Great Colleges to Work for Survey was distributed via
email to all employees. [EVIDENCE needed – copy of email] There were 81 respondents to the
survey which equates to a 45% response rate using the Fall 2018 IPEDS report of number of
employees. The breakdown by job category is provided here.
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Job Category
Total
Administration
Faculty
Exempt Staff
Non-exempt Staff
Adjunct Faculty
Unspecified

2018
IPED
179
22
56
33
46
22

Survey
Response
Response
Rate %
81
45%
12
55%
19
34%
22
67%
14
30%
6
27%
8

The table below shows the full data set of question categories for each of the 15 question sets
contained in the survey:
















Job Satisfaction/Support
Teaching Environment
Professional Development
Compensation, Benefits & Work/Life Balance
Facilities
Policies, Resources & Efficiency
Shared Governance
Pride
Supervisors/Department Chairs
Senior Leadership
Faculty, Administration & Staff Relations
Communication
Collaboration
Fairness
Respect & Appreciation

The survey scale ranged from “Very Good to Excellent” to “Poor.” Two of the categories
resulted in a score of “Warrants Attention.” Seven categories scored in the “Fair to
Mediocre” range, three categories scored “Good” and three scored in the “Very Good to
Excellent” range. There was a significant discrepancy between the Administration and
Faculty ratings for all of the question sets.
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Because there was a significant difference between several of the job categories and a significant
discrepancy between the Administration and Faculty ratings for all of the question sets, the
Employee Comments Report by Job Category data was ordered to further analyze the results.
Using question set scores, an analysis was conducted to rank the question sets. The table below
ranks the question sets from most positive to negative, subtracting the negative (-) responses
from the positive (+) ones. The positive scores are the “OVERALL” ratings from the survey’s
full data text. If the positive (+) and negative (–) scores don’t equal 100 then respondents
answered neither positive or negative (neutral) or selected not applicable.

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Question Sets
Pride
Professional Development
Supervisions
Job Satisfaction
Compensation
Facilities
Shared Governance
Collaboration
Faculty, Admin & Staff
Teaching Environment
Respect
Fairness
Communication
Senior Leadership
Policies

Pos.
79
75
73
76
68
65
62
62
58
56
56
56
55
50
50

Neg. Dif. Neu.
6
15
73
18
7
68
8
19
65
9
15
65
10
22
58
22
13
52
11
27
51
15
23
47
15
27
43
13
31
43
26
16
42
30
14
42
15
30
40
16
34
34
22
28
28

Using the same methodology, an analysis was conducted to rank the individual questions. The
table below ranks the lowest 15 responses. Each question scored a difference between positive
and negative of less than 30. If rankings included a difference of 35 or less, five additional
questions would be added. Rankings of less than 40 would add one additional question for a total
of 21 questions out of 60 questions. Note Rank 60: 96% of the respondents understand how their
job contributes to Southern’s mission. This ranking suggests employees understand the purpose
and that their work has a direct relationship between their work and the impact on the College
Mission. Another important indicator from the survey is that the majority of campus employees
have significant “Pride” in working and being associated with the institution.
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Rank Questions
1
Policies: Our orientation program prepares new faculty,
administration and staff to be effective (#30).
2
Policies: My department has adequate faculty/staff to achieve
our goals (#28).
3
Collaboration: There’s a sense that we’re all on the same team
at this institution (#58).
4
Respect: Our recognition and awards programs are
meaningful to me (#35).
5
Compensation: I am paid fairly for my work (#11).
6
Communication: At this institution, we discuss and debate
issues respectfully to get better results (#43).
7
Policies: Our review process accurately measures my job
performance (#17).
8
Leadership: Senior leadership provides a clear direction for
this institution’s future (#27).
9
Policies: The institution is well run (#57).
10
Teaching: There is a good balance of teaching, service and
research at the institution (#33).
11
Fairness: Promotions in my department are based on a
person’s ability (#16).
12
Fairness: I can speak up or challenge a traditional way of
doing something without fear of harming my career (#14).
13
Respect: I am regularly recognized for my contributions (#9).
14
Leadership: Senior leadership communicates openly about
important matters (#41).
15
Fac, Admin & Staff: There is regular and open communication
among faculty, administration and staff (#55).
60
Pride: I understand how my job contributes to this
institution’s mission (#5).

Pos.
34

Neg.
34

Dif.
0

Neu.
32

40

36

4

24

41

25

16

34

42

25

17

33

46
39

27
20

18
19

27
41

44

20

24

36

42

17

25

41

45
46

20
20

25
26

35
34

49

22

27

29

47

19

28

34

49
49

21
20

28
29

30
31

49

20

29

31

98

2

96

0

Two questions were asked of the respondents, “What do you appreciate most about working at
this institution?” and “What would make this institution a better place to work?” The table below
lists the responses by the use of common words. The numbers listed are the number of times the
comment was made across all categories.
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Overall

What do you appreciate most about
working at this institution?

What would make this institution a
better place to work?

26 - Co-workers
12 - Students
11 - Community Impact
7 - Flexible Schedule
5 - 4-day Workweek
5 - Teaching
4 - Benefits

9 - Communication
8 - Increased Pay
4 - Recognition
3 - Professional Deve
3 – Leadership
3 - Trust
2 - Clear Expectations
2 - Increased Benefits

3 - Teamwork
2- Professional Dev.
2 - Quality Ed.
2 - Convenience
1 - Collaboration
1 - Achievements
1 - Purpose

2 - Comm Outreach
2 - Stop Negativity
2 - Transparency
2 - Understaffed
2 - Enrollment
2 - Fellowship
2 - Marketing
2 - Teamwork

Expected Actions from Survey Analysis
After the questions were ranked, the orientation question (our orientation program prepares new
faculty, administration and staff to be effective) resulted in a zero (0) score. This issue was
previously identified during the update to the 2018-2023 Strategic Plan and led to the inclusion
of Strategic Plan Goal 3: Employee Development.
Southern’s onboarding process is problematic and has caused some confusion for new
employees. After further discussion, the limited new employee onboarding process may be the
cause for several of the low responses, e.g., team-building, communication, campus direction. If
a new employee isn’t introduced to the campus community, given information regarding the
process for working collaboratively with different units, taught to navigate the communication
channels to discuss and debate issues, provided with information related to the direction the
senior leadership is taking the institution, know why things are done the way things are done, and
know how to make suggestions to improve the workflow, it is difficult for them to be productive,
engaged, and satisfied employees who positively impact the campus. Each of these examples
came directly from the question ranks identified during the analysis of the survey. Therefore, a
new employee orientation program must be developed to further improve the campus culture and
morale. The New Employee Orientation Program will be the responsibility of the Office of
Human Resources. The Director of Human Resources will establish a timeline for
implementation and identifying the resources necessary to design, implement and evaluate a new
orientation program. It is the expectation that this new employee onboarding process will have a
positive impact on all new and current employees, improving productivity and satisfaction, and
will strengthen communication across campus.
[How have the results of the survey been shared with employees and used to improve
communication across the institution?]
Process for Managing Conflict and Reconciling Disputes
Managing differences and reconciling disputes are vital processes in order for the workplace to
thrive. However, developing effective processes in these areas is not always an easy task for a
smaller institution. Improved communication is key and trust within the institution is vital.
However, at Southern the Peer Review Team found both elements lacking within the institution
as was identified in their report.
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Southern’s Employee Handbook (SAM-2000.1) (link this) outlines the process by which
employees are to pursue a resolution to work-related disputes or concerns. This type of process
is relatively common in an administrative appeal procedure. When an employee has a dispute,
the first step is always for the individual to meet with his/her immediate supervisor to identify
the problem and explore possible solutions. If the employee isn’t satisfied with the outcome or
isn’t able to communicate with the direct supervisor, the employee's next line of action is to meet
with the Human Resource Director. The following steps are taken by the director to find a
harmonious and positive solution.
Steps taken by the Office of Human Resources to reconcile differences include:










Listening to the complainant(s) and identifying possible solutions.
Collecting any documentation, such as emails, texts, or videos.
Interviewing other employees who may have direct knowledge of the complaint.
Reviewing the information presented and establishing a timeline.
Following up with additional questions, if needed.
Compiling a Report
Sharing findings with the Leadership/President
Presenting the resolution to the parties involved.
If the complainant(s) isn’t satisfied with the findings, he/she may go to the next level by
following the grievance procedure prescribed by the Public Employees Grievance Board.

If an issue isn’t solved internally, employees have alternative options also outlined in the
Employee Handbook. Employees may pursue resolution of work-related disputes through
administrative appeal procedures, as applicable to the circumstances of the person and the event,
act, or behavior challenged. The grievance procedure, eligibility criteria, and the initiation of the
timeline are referenced below. Copies of the actual procedures and consultation are available to
employees and supervisors by confidential contact with the Office of Human Resources and via
the College Intranet. Under all procedures, the employee or the employee’s designated
representative has the responsibility to clearly indicate that a grievance is being filed, provide an
explanation of the issue including the specific policy violation, and the remedy sought for
resolution of the issue. Supervisors must contact the Director of Human Resources immediately
when a grievance is received.
The Employee Handbook also contains information regarding the Public Employees Grievance
Board procedures. This statutory grievance procedure is available to all state public employees
for the resolution of most work-related concerns. Exceptions include pension or other retirement
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system issues, insurance issues, or matters not within the vested authority of the employer. The
grievance process is initiated by the employee’s request for a conference or a hearing to the chief
administrator within 15 working days of the grievable event. The grievant must also submit a
copy of the grievance form to the West Virginia Public Employees Grievance Board. A third
copy must be sent to the Director of Human Resources. The Grievance Board web site can be
found at http://www.pegb.wv.gov/. For additional information refer to W. Va. Code § 6C-2-1 et
seq. or contact the Office of Human Resources.
In addition to the above actions in managing differences and reconciling disputes, it is important
that the institution have means whereby the community can communicate any issues or concerns
to appropriate campus leadership. Southern’s website
(https://www.southernwv.edu/comments-and-complaints/) provides the means and
opportunity for concerned individuals to post comments and/or complaints. Posted comments
and complaints are shared with the Vice President in charge of the area involved unless it is a
human resource issue and then those concerns are routed to the Director of Human Resources.
Contact information may be included but anonymous posts are permitted.
The goal of the on-line communication form is for the campus leadership to be made aware of
issues occurring on campus. The aim of the comments and complaint website is to give all
individuals a voice to share comments and concerns so actions can be taken to create a more
positive campus culture before differences and disputes arise. The comments and complaints
website is one tool to improve communication across the College. The comments and complaints
website is managed through the Spiceworks Help Desk software package so the individuals can
be assured their comments and complaints will be routed to the correct individual. A log is
maintained of all comments and complaints received. Below is a screenshot of the reporting
webpage.
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Southern has also created a policy that sets forth how discrimination, harassment, sexual
harassment, sexual and domestic misconduct, certain consensual relationships, stalking and
retaliation will be addressed by Southern West Virginia Community and Technical College.
Southern’s SCP-2843: Discrimination, Harassment, Sexual Harassment, Sexual and
Domestic Misconduct, Stalking and Retaliation Policy (link this) was updated July 20, 2017.
As part of the agenda for Governance Days in September 2018 and September 2019, required
training sessions regarding this important policy were conducted by a member of the Bowles
Rice Law Firm.
New Voices on Campus
Since the February 2018 Peer-Review visit, the Governor has appointed 7 new members to fill
expired terms and vacant positions. Of the twelve Board of Governors members currently
serving the institution, ten (10) have taken office since the on-site visit in February 2018. Mr.
Howard E. Suefer, former Chair, and Dr. Mason “Ed” White, current Vice Chair, were members
of the Board during the focus visit in February 2018. Dr. Lisa Haddox-Heston, a new appointee
to the Board, was elected Chair at the June 26, 2019 organizational meeting of the Board.
Additional new citizen Board members include Mr. Eddie Joe Canterbury, Secretary; Ms.
Stephanie Abraham; Mr. J. Chris Adkins; Ms. Janice Olive; Mr. Samuel A. Stewart; and Dr. Pat
J. White. The Board also has three constituent member representing the faculty, staff and
students. Current constituent representatives include Mr. William “Bill” Alderman, Faculty; Ms.
Dianna Toler, Classified Staff; and, Mr. Jacob Frye, Student Representative. Current Board
members have shown a tremendous interest in and involvement with the re-accreditation process,
including the preparation of this report and the upcoming on-site focused visit on March 2-3,
2020. Each Board member has volunteered to serve on one or more of the Assurance Team
committees that are currently being organized. These Assurance Team committees have been
charged with providing the guidance needed to prepare for the 2022-2023 Higher Learning
Commission comprehensive evaluation report and visit.
In addition to the appointment of new Board of Governors members, the employment of 30 new
employees since February 2018 provides additional opportunities for “new voices” to be utilized
on campus in multiple administrative and/or governance groups. As anticipated, these new
employees bring to campus fresh insights without knowledge of the historical challenges the
visiting team found in 2018. Of the 30 new employees, 7 hold faculty positions, 20 were
employed in the classified staff ranks, and 3 were hired in administrative roles. These 30 new
employee voices have the opportunity to make positive contributions to the organizational
climate and to move the institution forward.
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Over the past two years, many substantive changes have taken place at the institution to improve
communication and morale on campus. The review of the Governance System, creation of the
Institutional Effectiveness Committee, appointment of new Board of Governors’ members, the
employment of 30 new employees during that period, the appointment of a new institutional
leadership team, increased professional development on accreditation-related
processes/procedures, continuing development of a culture of assessment within the College,
formal assessment of the organizational culture, and review of institutionally-based processes for
managing differences and resolving disputes have all contributed to improving the institutional
climate, communication and collegiality on campus.
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CONCLUSION
[INCOMPLETE]
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List of Additional Evidence available to the Peer Review Team
Organizational charts
Institutional Strategic Plan
Governance Day Agendas, committee minutes, etc. with related accreditation and/or assessment
presentations, activities, training materials
Agendas, minutes, recommendation forms from all assessment-related committee meetings or
activities such as:
 Assessment Committee
 Curriculum and Instruction Committee
 Student Success Committee
 Institutional Effectiveness Committee
 President’s Cabinet
 Administrative Retreats
 Assessment Academy
 Faculty convocations/Academic Retreats
 State sponsored assessment activities
Assessment Plans
Strategic Enrollment Management Plan Academic Years 2018-2023
Institutional Effectiveness Planning and Evaluation Handbook
Faculty Credential examples from BANNER database
Tested Experience procedure and forms
SCP-2171, SCP-2171.A, SIP-2171, SIP-2171.A-E.
SCP-2843: Discrimination, Harassment, Sexual Harassment, Sexual and Domestic Misconduct,
Stalking and Retaliation Policy
Employee Handbook SAM.2000.1
Institutional Governance System Handbook 2019 – 2021
Governance Model Effectiveness Survey Results
2019 Great Colleges to Work For Data Set
5-year Program Review

Include links to Faculty/Staff Handbooks, Student Handbook, and Institutional Catalog.
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Proposed Timeline for Submission











November 8 – revised first draft shared with campus community for review and comment
November 18 – deadline for campus community to submit factual corrections, additional
information and/or documentation of evidence
November 18 – 22 – editing and final writing of draft document
December 2 – final draft released to Board of Governors for review and corrections of
facts
December 9 – deadline for Board of Governors response
December 10 – 17 – focus report prepared in final form, converted to pdf, bookmarked,
indexed, and searchable with links
December 17 – Final Focused Visit Report presented to Board of Governors for approval
December 19 – Focused Report submitted to HLC
January – February – detailed plans prepared for hosting HLC Team Focused Visit
March 2-3, 2020 – HLC Team Focused Visit will take place
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